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Letter from the Editor

Editing the Sandy is something of a daunting privilege. We receive over
one hundred submissions—some diamonds in the rough, some fully-faceted gems. We recognize each piece as a gift, agonize over acceptances and
rejections, and finally, decisions behind us, polish the most precious gems
until they are gleaming, ready to be set into place within the pages of the
Sandy.
Countless hours of work go into each issue, and that work is done
primarily by two sets of ever-changing hands. Some editors are more
skilled than others when they arrive in the apprenticeship, but all of us
leave changed, enlightened, improved by the experience. All of us recognize
that for the short time we are able to serve as the Sandy’s editor, we have
handled small pieces of priceless value. We have been allowed the privilege
of reading, editing, and publishing work by writers whom we believe are
only at the start of long and storied careers in the art of word-smithing.
Of course, flaws will still exist within these pages—even the most
famous gemstone, the Hope Diamond, is not without its flaws. But our hope
is that even within those small imperfections, beauty reigns supreme.
For there is beauty here.
It darts playfully from one white space to another. It hides its smile
behind each black curve of letter. It gleams brightly from each page, inviting you to search out each gem.
So come with me, collect and hold these gems within the recesses
of your mind. Keep them hidden away in the dark secret spaces of your
heart. Value them, as I have, for the gifts they are from each writer, poet,
and artist.
Come.
Dory Diaz, Editor
Fall 2010 Issue

I preach there are all kinds of truth,
your truth and somebody else’s. But
behind all of them there is only one truth
and that is that there’s no truth.
—Flannery O’Connor

McGill
•••

Carolyne Mayer

Poetry

Where She Buys a Transfer Ticket to the Midnight Shift
Jeffrey Alfier

Collars are turned up against wind that owns us.
Headlong down the boulevard the northerly wind
bends pedestrians over like a hail of bullets.
In icy gusts the street goes cold
as the dark side of the moon.
Snow gives vacant lots a reason to be empty.
In the corner of a bus stop, backed out of wind,
a woman lights a cigarette with a cupped hand,
its wind-sucked ember a tracer in the dark.
Save for a quickly fading halo of breath,
factory men who share the bus stop
could be stone owls in a cemetery.
One man sighs that she’s farm-girl pretty,
while another murmurs that she is all but
one of those blondes faded beyond repair.
But even in frigid air the men’s eyes glitter
to make that one contact. When they do,
her smile just flickers like a votive candle.
She knows after years with the boy next door,
the heart’s a wilted corsage, blown down streets
where you can’t stop whispered words.
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Non-Fiction

Rivulet
Michelle Robinson

In my car at a stoplight: I am warm, safe, comforted. But I am not really here. The music plays, the wipers clear away the rain, my eyes and
hands and heart drive from memory, familiar with the contours of this
small town.
It is in this moment, while the light is red, that I am vaguely aware
of my own absence. The pain of the present drove me out. To a faraway
place, overlooking where I am now. A place that is neither here nor there,
like sweet coffee in the afternoon.
Once a dream within a dream, we have turned, changed and rearranged ourselves. Words from your mouth become sharp, stinging. We
speak through misunderstandings. My love for you, the sight of your smile
on a good day, your smell, your movements across the room, the thought
of the loss of you, holds me inert.
My errands take me to a back corner of a small, musty thrift store,
where I sit silently in a lopsided velvet green chair. I read, perusing through
the random collection of cast-off books. Rain runs down the window next
to me, and I drift.
I am gone because in my world, in my childhood world, I disappeared into books and the woods for afternoons at a time. My mom let
me, in fact she loved me, for my peaceful distance. You, on the other hand,
stamp hard and call me back. The attention and awareness to detail you
require is a painful experience for me; at times it feels like a foreign land.
An invasion of my privacy.
I arrive home calm, composed, with a new clock for the living
room. You are there: hurt, upset, puzzling over my absence. I do not tell
you that I have been hiding in a second-hand store most of the day, absorbing the peace and quiet rain brings. I do not tell you anything more than
the time on my new clock. I do not tell you that some time ago, after a hor16

rible fight, I carefully and gingerly tucked myself away for protection.
Your anger builds, for you can no longer get any real response from me. I
see the recognition in your eyes, and you search me only to find that I have
left you in the night like a clever thief.
You stomp around the house, banging pots and pans.
You sweet-talk me early in the morning and for a moment I come
out, return, like sun from behind the clouds. But pain is so close to the
surface. The first awkward and hurtful interaction, and I am gone, before I
even realize it myself.
The decline.
Eventually you tire of being alone and leave.

•••
A sunny afternoon in an empty house. I lie on my bed in the big patch of
sun and watch the leaves outside gather and drift, blowing down one by
one on the green grass below.
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Fiction

Trever Foster Wuz Here
David Bersell

Every day I’m hustlin’, hustlin’, hustlin’. Can’t Stop. Won’t Stop.
The words buzzed between Trever’s ears, mantras, as he mouthed
them back to himself.
It was not that he liked the beat so much, but that Trever felt like
these faceless rappers told his story.
In the Range, with the window cracked, hollaback, money ain’t a
thang.
Sometimes, money was all he thought about. He couldn’t pick up
a bag of chips at a truck stop without calculating how much of his hourly
wage they cost. A small pizza cost 25 minutes of work—with a six pack, an
entire hour of running his carnival ride.
Sometimes, he felt like calling up Amanda, if he hadn’t lost her
new cell phone number, and telling her that she owed him about $500. He
did the math. All those movies and late night hamburgers and Valentine’s
Day roses added up. Maybe he could send the bill to her mother’s house.
Maybe she’d given up on going back to school and had to move
back home. He hoped not. Somehow, that would break his heart even
more.
Not that it mattered. He wasn’t seriously going to ask her to pay
him back. Those were her gifts to keep. It was just something to think about
when riding over the highway in the coffee black night, when street signs
and time disappeared, his body numb, faces invisible in the dark motor
home.
Amanda was Trever’s high school sweetheart, his first girlfriend,
his first. She had straight blonde hair, a cat named Fitz, and all the other
things that make boys fall in love. But she wasn’t going to stay and wait
around for Trever as he tried to build something out of himself. He couldn’t
blame her for that, but sometimes he wished he could.
He turned his CD player down, scared that one of the other guys
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might hear the music though his homemade curtain. On the wall of his
cave-like bunk he scratched his initials, T.F. in cursive letters, and underneath, wuz here. Smiley faces and baseballs dotted the artificial wood. 		
Each round doodle counted for a $1,000 bundle he kept hidden in a duffle
bag deep in his mattress. The lump, digging into his lower back as he tried
to sleep, reminded him that the hard work was worth it. Sixteen more baseballs and he could afford his own carnival food shack. That’s where the real
money was.
Wandering the line between dreams and reality, he thought about
which little kids liked better, sugar-infused cotton candy or crisp funnel
cakes covered in powder.

•••
The taste of his own morning mouth made Trever wince. Another day.
Forty-five miles to Deerfield. Then it was south through New Hampshire
for another 15-hour shift.
“Hey. Sweet T,” Spark called from the kitchen/hallway/dining
room/living room of the motor home. Trever fuckin’ hated the nickname
“Sweet T”. It felt like a child’s name, a baby girl’s name.
“Why you bother wearing that fake-ass gol’ chain?”
“It’s not fake,” Trever said, voice course with years of nicotine and
hard work. “And I like the way it feels.
“Bullshit. I’ma surprised it ain’t turn your fuckin’ neck green yet.
Where’d you get that piece anyways?”
“I got it up in Canada.”
“Canada, huh. Classy.”
Spark shook his head and returned his attention to his breakfast—
coffee and a microwave bean burrito. Trever preferred Mountain Dew to
start his day.
His clean polo shirt hung to his knees and flapped against his skinny frame. With his flashy chain he looked like a child dressed up in his
father’s clothes. Bunny’s Rides, read the logo on his shirt. As if people didn’t
think being a carnie was demeaning enough, he had to work for a guy
whose mother actually named him Bunny. His Italian boss loved money
and thick women. Bunny hated wearing shirts, his greasy gut testing the
limits of his waistband.
When their caravan of RVs, pickups, and 18-wheelers pulled into
the fairground, the dusty field reminded Trever of a fresh canvas.
Nearly a half a foot shorter and 100 pounds lighter than many of
his colleagues, it took Trever an hour longer than the rest to set up his
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ride. Spark was the fastest. The young Indian man (dot, not feather) had
wrestled in college for two years before injuring his back and dropping
out. Spark’s natural athletic ability more than made up for his weak lower
back.
Trever pumped the steel lever, raising a platform that would support his ride. Starting at his shoulders, a deep burn ran along the top of his
bicep. It was a good hurt. Grease tattooed his calves with every misstep.
The Tornado spun a dozen baskets around a yellow and red base
under flashing golden bulbs. Trever did not find the ride scary. It was like
a comfortable fall afternoon, sweatshirt weather, when you breathe in cool
air, and it feels good.
Gates finally open, Trever walked up and down the midway to
stretch his muscles. Sky gray, looming with the cold of New England winter,
few guests entertained the lonely steel rides. Trever ran his fingers over the
cold metal and their fluorescent spray-painted signs felt artificial, glossy.
Grandparents and teens who looked young enough to be skipping
school mingled and puffed on cigarettes. One of the former wore a coat,
mittens, and ear muffs. One of the latter wore no shirt, pale nipples standing in the wind. Another wore a black hooded sweatshirt: Half Man-Half
Monster…All Hell, it read.
Pulled deep into his chest, Trever’s own cigarette tasted glorious.
He didn’t care that his pack-a-day habit sometimes made his dinner taste
sour and his throat raw in the morning.
He took two tickets from an overweight woman. He took two tickets from a man in flannel. Took two tickets from two teens. Took two tickets. Took two tickets. Old woman, girl in oversized black sweatshirt. Camouflage jacket. Tattoo and Denim. Man and Woman (first date?). Child.
Child. Lunch.
For those precious 15 minutes, Bunny’s nephew watched the
Tornado while Trever wolfed down some grub. That day he ate an Italian
sausage dancing with grilled onions and spicy mustard. Nothing had ever
tasted so beautiful.
At lunch Trever and Spark either talked about how much work
sucked, annoying kids, or hot moms.
“Hey Yo, Sweet T,” said Spark. “Let me ask you somethin’. How
much would you be pissed, how much would you hate yo’ mothafuckin’
life if you had some kids that you couldn’t stan’? I’m talkin’ ‘bout one of
those who never stop screamin’, never get enough ice cream, always want a
han’out. I’m all ‘bout spreadin’ my seed, don’t get me wrong. I wanna have
some kids some day. But you have no control how they gonna come out.
Today I hadaone…”
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But Trever was no longer listening. The truth was, he loved carnivals, and he loved working. He tried not to think about things like having
children because his mom always taught him that you gotta have a stable
job, and a clean house and a loving wife before it’s time to start thinking
about things like having babies.
Trever’s mom taught him a lot of things: how to shave, how to ride
a bike. She even taught him how to talk to a woman and how to hold a gun,
because there was no one else in their one-bedroom mobile home to do
it.
He appreciated the struggle of mothers and didn’t care much what
they looked like standing in line. It was always a bonus though, some added scenery, when a beautiful woman actually came to the fair in a clean
sweater and tight jeans, hair curling in every direction, orbiting away from
him.
“Spark, who you think would win in a fight—a man with a baseball
bat or a grizzly bear?”
Without hesitation: “What kinda man? Like a Bruce Willis tough
guy or like, you?”
“I don’t know. Just like a guy.”
“In the woods?”
“No. In like a room or cage or like, space.”
“So no other weapons?”
“No weapons. Just the bat.”
“Sweet T, I’ll tell you what. If I was in that room I would smash that
fuckin’ Teddy Graham’s skull in. I really would.”
“What if you missed?”
“I wouldn’t miss. I got good aim. You’ve seen my shot.”
“I don’t think it would be that easy. It’s a Goddamn grizzly.”
“Well if I missed, I would be lunch. But a bear cub. No question…
You ‘bout ready to get back to work?”
“Nope. Not really.”
“You ain’t the only one.”
The upcoming night of work hung with their cigarette smoke, with
the taste of the noxiously sweet air, thick with fried food and dust. One
breath, Trever smelled cotton candy. The next, he inhaled the taste of rotten
garbage.
“You see any cute ones lately? Spark?”
“What?”
“Any good looking girls come to the Chaos today?”
“Are you kiddin’ me, boy, I got da bes’ eye since Ted Williams.”
“What she look like?”
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“You ever seen a woman? Not like your momma. She looked like…
like a New Year’s Eve party, when you drunk on champagne.”
“What the hell does that mean?”
“She was hot, boy. That’s all you gotta know.”
“What color hair?”
“Yellow.”
“Skinny?”
“Skinny enough.”
Trever tried imagining this vague mystery of a woman in his mind,
but the picture came out fuzzy, distorted. He saw a ghost with yellow hair
and breasts.
“Work time.” He tightened his jeans by one more belt hole before
standing up from the picnic table.

•••
Watching over the fair’s bright lights, stars stood invisible, but the Tornado’s
cartoon colors popped in the night sky. Families herded past the midway to
the grandstand for the demolition derby. Trever already heard the cheers
echoing from the present-day coliseum crowd, pushing the gnarled cars
deeper into battle. Their joy was completely unironic. At the fair, food was
taste, not calorie counting; games were competition and stuffed animals;
rides—fear, ecstasy.
Trever did not notice her until she made her way to the front of
his line, hair cut short to her ears, disheveled like a rambunctious boy’s,
but in the best possible way. She wore short khaki shorts and a Boston Red
Sox sweatshirt—she seemed like a good person. She did look a little tired,
a little like she didn’t have time to exercise, but Trever held his breath and
thought about how if she wasn’t a customer, and wasn’t with her kid, and
that if he was over Amanda, and if he was strong and smart and funny, and
if he owned a food cart, that he might have told her, if she would have let
him, that she looked beautiful beneath the midway’s strobe light.
“How many?” she asked.
“I’m sorry, what’s that, ma’am? Sorry.”
“How many tickets does your ride cost, sir?”
“That’s two tickets.”
She paid the price for her chubby girl in a Spiderman t-shirt, and
Trever could barely double check the gates on each basket without his
hands shaking. As he walked around the Tornado, grabbing and pulling
the latches, he tried to think of something unique to say to the woman. He
tried focusing on the cold metal and the clink of each latch shutting, but
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that didn’t work either.
“So, you don’t like rides?”
“No, they’re okay and all. I’ve just grown out of them. You know.”
“Oh, sure. I would have too, if I didn’t work here…I can’t complain
though. It’s a good job.”
“That’s good.”
Conversation running on fumes, the spinning Tornado was the
only one who spoke.
“So how long have you worked here?” she finally asked.
“Well, I’ve only been working in Deerfield since this morning.”
He laughed.
She did not.
“But uh, I’ve worked for Bunny’s since high school.”
He tried to spot a gold wedding ring twinkling in the dark, but his
eyes came up empty. He tried not to smile.
“What’s bunnies?
“It’s the company that owns all these rides. Bunny’s my boss.”
“Oh. So you’ve been working for him for a long time huh.”
“Not that long. Only about five years. How old do you think I
am?”
“I’m really bad with age.”
“Just guess.”
He could tell that she was searching his grinning face for any tells:
his cheeks looked tan and worn, but clean shaven—fresh leather.
“29? I’m sorry. I told you that I’m a real bad judge of age.”
“I’m 23.”
“23. Sorry, it’s just that you look so mature.”
He could hear her child, or someone’s child, screaming into the
open night behind the conversation, over their words. The rotating arms of
the Tornado began to slow down to a hum.
“Where do you live?” he asked.
“Right here in Deerfield. Over past the bowling alley. Do you know
the area?”
“Not really. Only the highways. I’ve been here a million times. Was
that your daughter?”
“Yeah, that’s my baby.”
“What’s her name?”
“Alexa. But I call her my little Peanut. She’s six.”
“Peanut. I like that.”
“Me too. Do you like working the rides? Working for Bunny?”
“I think that I do. I mean, you gotta like hard work. And I do. But
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I really like making money. I know that sounds bad, but I’m no artist. Jobs
are meant to make money.”
“I know what you are trying to say. You’re lucky. Sometimes it’s not
so easy to make money. I think you have a good attitude about things.”
“Thank you…I’m Trever Foster. That’s my name. I wanted to tell
you that.”
“It’s nice to meet you. My name is Lu. Lucy Rawlins.”
It was too cold to shake hands and too nerve-wracking to hug.
Hands in sweatshirt pockets, they both leaned forward and smiled.
“Where do you live?”
“I live nowhere. Nine months out of the year I’m all over the East
Coast in a motor home. Think of a rock star tour bus, only watered down.
Way less cool.”
“So no groupies?”
“Never.”
“Too bad.”
“I want to talk to you more.”
“You can call me.”
“I don’t have a phone.”
“How do you not have a cell phone?”
“I never needed one I guess. I like writing people letters.”
“Will you write me a letter?”
Trever thought about staying up all night, writing Lu pages of perfect cursive letters, full of round loops and hard lines. He wanted to tell
her about Amanda and his secret mattress. He wanted to tell her about
growing up in Kansas and sleeping on a couch for the first 17 years of his
life. He wanted to ask her questions about real love. But Trever knew that
he needed to take things easy. You can’t let it rip without greasing the gears
and letting the belts warm up.
Trever tucked her address into his back pocket.
“Have a good night. Thank you for talking to me,” he said. He never meant
anything so much in his life.
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Poetry

The Officer
Jamie Landry

Based on the poem “The Colonel” by Carolyn Forché
They were like dried peach halves: spotted, wrinkled, and dark. He
dumped them onto the table from a wounded bag near his feet. Rain fell
heavily on the tin roof, like thousands of tiny fists hammering away at the
metal sheet. Sapphire night swallowed the mud walls of the house. The sandy driveway was a shallow, dirty swimming pool. The cotton camis clung
to my sticky skin as I sat surveying the room. Inside, book spines lined
shelves; a tall orchid, pink and delicate, grew, and oversized blossoms clung
to its narrow stem. An unhappy family photograph distorted behind spider-cracked glass sat next to the couch that was coughing up dirty clumps
of stuffing. There were auburn stains on the walls, some reaching the high
corners of the fractured ceiling. He offered me arak from his dented, silver
hip flask and some of his wife’s homemade khubz bread. A skeletal, arthritic dog in the corner flinched when the man snatched one of the dried
ears and threw it to him. The dog sniffed it closely, allowing his black, dry
nose to touch it, then gently licked it once before picking it up in his teeth
and chewing on it with the right side of his mouth. The man laughed boisterously, amused by the desperation of the dying animal. He fingered the
blued barrel of the Smith & Wesson .44 Magnum sitting near his plate, then
aimed at the dog. The animal’s dark brown eyes never looked up from the
floor; his teeth still working the ear even as his blood puddled underneath
him like a thin blanket.
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Spiders
•••

Lauren Taylor

Non-Fiction

The Least of These
Kylie Groat

I have no idea what to expect when we drive into Camden, New Jersey. I
am spending a week with four UMF classmates and sixteen Bates College
students, working with Urban Promise. I have no idea what we’re even doing. All of the pictures I’ve seen have shown smiling college students hugging middle-schoolers in front of buses. I haven’t even seen what Camden
actually looks like.
The Urban house has sixteen bunks. There are twenty of us. Sarah
plays guitar, and there are too many of us to fit around the table in the common room while she plays, so we stand crowded in doorways and corners,
lifting our hands and asking God to help us minister to these kids. Megan shares my birthday, and creates beautiful harmonies on the fly against
Sarah’s wispy soprano. I am on the verge of tears under the weight of an
otherworldly presence. I know God is here, and I hope He is listening.

•••
On the first morning, we fill a small, white school bus and take a tour of
the city. We drive by high schools that will graduate less than half of their
students. Many of the buildings have broken windows, bars, and boarded-up doors. Wind has woven trash into rusty metal fences, destroying
the newspapers and cardboard boxes that were recently someone’s home.
Rain pounds against the bus windows, blurring my vision of a Pentecostal
church, only distinguishable by the large black letters above the front doors
telling us exactly what it is. The corner of a graveyard is covered in small,
paper grave markers. Crack babies, born prematurely, dead within days.
At the Urban house, we continue to sing and pray and cry on a
nightly basis. I don’t think I knew what broken meant before I came to this
place.
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•••
I am spending my afternoons this week at Camp Grace on the north side of
Camden. Kiki and I climb on Albert’s bus to pick the kids up from school.
On the way back to Grace, we have to drive through downtown Camden;
the most attractive part of town is simultaneously the most heartbreaking.
The Camden waterfront is the fakest strip of land I’ve ever seen—a mask
over the beautifully horrifying face of the real Camden, put up when Bush
Sr. planned to watch fireworks from there, and no one wanted to see what
this place really was. They redid the roads and put up an apartment complex that no Camden resident could afford to live in and restaurants where
none of them would ever eat and a sporting stadium that none of them
would ever set foot in.
Once you get past the Campbell Soup World Headquarters—only
there for show since the factories have moved—and under the Ben Franklin Bridge, the first sight on your left is the New Jersey State Correctional
Facility. I saw it two days ago on a tour, when I saw Camden for the first
time. Jaiquon is in junior high and has lived here all his life. Kwyde points
to the high walls and barbed wire and says, “There’s the jail.” Albert, the
bus driver, hates to take note of it but has to keep that cool big-brother tone
in his voice as he says, “Yeah, that’s the state prison.” Jaiquon is shocked.
“What? We got a prison in Camden?” I want to take this child into my
arms, my skin rough as it has been forced to thicken, so that I might look
strong to them, that they might not see how their home hurts my heart,
and ask how his thick, dark skin has hidden such a soft heart, how he does
not see the injustice that created that same thick, dark skin?

•••
In between spending afternoons at the community centers, we spend our
mornings doing work projects. I don mismatched work gloves and the kind
of mask a surgeon would wear. I am spending the week insulating what will
soon be an office building for Urban Promise. My hands are keeping someone warm. I am weeding and fertilizing gardens. The cherry tree outside of
someone’s window can continue to grow because of the several wheelbarrows I have filled with mulch and wheeled back and forth across the street.
I am picking up trash, installing new bus seats, organizing paperwork. I
have become one of “those kids”; those spring-break-mission-trip kids.
On our second afternoon at Camp Grace, we witness two drug
deals in a row. The dealer is pacing in front of the church. His first client
approaches. The deal is obvious, the client making no effort to conceal the
28

money leaving his hand or the plastic bag entering it. The second deal is
subtle. The client rides up next to him on a bike, and they move together
toward us, bringing a new meaning to the term “wheeling and dealing”,
the deal done by the time they reach us. Each client looks at us before they
leave and tells us to stay in school.

•••
“How’s it going, Xavier?” We slap hands and pull back, fingertips interlocking for a moment. He looks into my face and smiles. “I like when that
happens,” he says. My heart breaks at his craving for pure human contact,
for someone to come into his life and to hold on to him, even for a small
space in time.
I don’t even have the words to describe these kids or what they have
made me feel. They are rough and tumble, mean, tough, thick-skinned, independent, beautiful, vulnerable, joyful kids who just want to be loved. I
want to take them back to Maine with me; I want to stay here with them. I
want to give them a better life; I want to spend another week, month, year,
lifetime in this place with them because I feel guilty for being so privileged.
I fall to my knees in the Urban house and pray for them, sing for them, cry
for them.

•••
“Lady, you playin’?” It’s Taheem, the oldest of the group. He wasn’t in the
room after school, so I’m glad to still see him before I go. I’m apparently
“lady” to him—it hearkens back to Saturday night, when Jeremy told me
that I carry myself like a lady. That night in Maine seems a whole lifetime
away. I tell Taheem sure I’m playing. “Run,” he says, gesturing to the gathering in the pavilion, about to start the game without us. “Run like you got
no sense.”
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Poetry

here is dad
Hayden Golden

sitting in a cushioned
chair with its sad
drab polyester faded
by the washing-out
of piss stains from former
residents,
he barely acknowledges
my presence.
he’s in this place
called Gettysburg House
catering to low-life
poor writers and artists
like me who can’t bother
to get a real job
or get their lives together.
no salaries. commissions,
hourly wages, day-labor suckers
put their parents here.
no amount of i’m
sorry will fill the coffers
of forgiveness and absolve
me of my debt to the guy
who taught me everything
about baseball, fly-fishing,
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and cooking, telling me to just
do like one of those damn
Nike commercials and he’d
say, hey you’re fucking up
right now as he grabs the pan
of mushrooms about to burn,
or the fishing rod before i make another
cast in the wrong direction
of that big fish
just waiting to be caught.
he will not even turn
his head, he lost all neck
and hand motion this week,
the hefty nurse informs me
with monotone indifference.
on top of this grand betrayal—me
placing him here—i now must sit
on the windowsill or turn his chair,
in either case taking away his two
good things in life: precious views
of Atlantic waves swallowing up
the beach with its high tide and the young
men who gather for baseball in the field
down the hill.
no.
•••

i cry in my car and wish
fervently for this chapter to end,
for him to die. i am weak, unable to
bear my front-row viewing of his
suffering.
then i laugh, only a bit. who names
a nursing home after a war
massacre?
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Fiction

To Swallow the Core
Ryan Ouimet

The rolling of the marbles down the hallway makes a sound like rocks
on ice, sliding and whispering, discharging static. Rolling end over end,
though they have none. The little boy is coughing laughter, and he is following the marbles with his eyes as they bear down on me. He looks up
at me and then, when they strike, first the blue one at the tip of my shoe, a
few more rolling past, then a yellow one that clips my heel, he topples over
and spins himself with peals of screechy cackling. I don’t say anything, just
look behind me and watch the last few marbles lose speed and stop short
of the wall. When I turn around again, the boy is crying and stomping his
feet, his face red, like it had been smacked that color. The boy coughs again,
and it sounds as wet as blood. A little woman, five feet tall, bends down
telling the boy, “Stop that. Someone could fall, they would slip right on
your silly marbles. Your grandfather is in that next room young man.”
Behind her another one chirped, “I know your parents, they would
be disappointed if I had to talk to them.” She smiled at the boy, a white, soft
smile. Then she keeps on, shoes squeaking, carrying trays of rattling cups.
This one always hums when she walks, not a tune I know. She smiles at
me again, this time in passing, as she squeaks and reminds me which is my
door. Then she strides away in a tight walk, a hummingbird flitting down
a hall.
The room I enter is my own, for the time being. The wall directly
ahead is white and scuffed, with nothing hanging from it. Dull light comes
in the window, and as it bounces off my mirror it makes twisted water
shapes on the ceiling. The mirror is flat on its back because in its upright
position, it is a cause of distraction. My face is always looking into my face,
which is always looking into my eyes. If I get caught there I know I will
end up lost. The bed is made but I know I haven’t made it, and my growing
suspicions of an intruder expand. My roommate is supine, staring at his
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side of the ceiling, and I know he didn’t make the bed, but I also know that
he is silent on the matter of the intruder. He won’t get up to stop them, or
him, or her, nor will he inform me of the intruder’s schedule so that I may
set a proper trap, and he won’t stake out the room by hiding in the lone
closet that we share.
I am beginning to understand that these intrusions must be occurring when I am scheduled for my daily recreation and bathing. These
things take place at extremely regular intervals, and because I cannot escape the responsibility of proper exercise and cleanliness, I am unable to
confirm what I already know of the intruder. I think it must be Roy. He
is the only man on this floor that I have never, ever, seen during my bath,
or my time in the courtyard. Though I am severely limited in my ability
to figure out his motivation, I will not rest until I have caught him in my
room. I will corner him one day, and I will torture him with the steadiness
of my eyes, and I will rip the truth from him.
My roommate is called David. He is silent, and while at first I was
pleased with the quiet, I have since found it terrible. A hollow, formless
echo breathes from his side of the room. We both know that he can speak
in perfect English; however, his refusal to do so once brought us to the
brink of violence. Now it is just silence, and while it still grates my nerves,
I allow it to go on for I am a pacifist and, really, I am sure David has nothing
interesting to say.
He is lying down now, eyes halfway open, and no hair on his head.
A prickly white beard crawls across his face, the mustache overgrown. His
limbs are thin and arranged delicately on the bedspread.
“Your laces are undone, David,” I say, as I lie back on my side of the
room. He is not wearing any shoes, and does not make a move to check.
“The outside of this place is being overrun. Today, when I was in
the courtyard, I noticed vines climbing the entire east side. Someone needs
to take them down before they swallow us, David.” He does not care. I am
sure he would be fine with his own swallowing. He would be a silent fart
in the belly of this building.
“There hasn’t been a damn library pass in two days, David. I am
going to have to go talk to Mrs. Connors about it.”
I had taken a book on the Cuban Revolution, an event to which I
had borne witness. Now that I realize it is propaganda, I cannot even return
it. Lies about the take-over, lies about the goal, lies dotted on each page
with my green pen. Green is a perfect color for this, and for my pen.
I require something to stimulate me.
“You are no help, David, and you really know nothing of history,
so I can not even discuss the inaccuracies and exaggerations I have found.”
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I tap the book with my finger. David doesn’t look over, just lies staring at
the ceiling. He rolls over, picks up the blue photo book tucked under his
bed and starts flipping through the photos. Once, just after moving in, I
thought it was some kind of secretive book, maybe escape routes or plans
to revamp this building and take it back for those who lived in it, but when
I snuck under the bed, all I found were dull photos. Most were of a darkhaired woman and a plain-faced little baby who looked like every little
baby I’d ever seen.
I decide to get up and go find Connors. I don’t tell David, but I
need a book on worms, as I am afraid I may be infested. Each day this week
I have noticed a slimming of my body, the chest bony like a finger, and the
scale declining each time I step on it. To try and combat the intestinal
creature’s hunger and subdue my own, I occasionally help myself to David’s
leftovers as he sleeps, wetly snoring, upright in his bed.
As I walk I hear the ladies, pushing carts and chirping, “Dr. Woodward told me not to up his dose, said if I went any higher then I already
have, the poor guy wouldn’t be willing to get up to use the toilet.” She smiles
at Hummingbird, “We will have his door kept shut, keep down the noise,
a little preventative medicine for those episodes of his. Don’t want you to
have to clean up his messes if I do up the dose.” White smile again from her.
Hummingbird thanks her, laughing, then walks down the hall, soft humming echoing.
Connors’ office is at the end of the hall. The boy is gone but his
marbles are where they were, and from a distance they look like fat beetles
sitting very still. The painting at the end of the hall is a window. A bird
shifts on the sill.
I reach the stairs, but Connors’ office is nowhere within the narrow
hallway of this floor, so I figure I will keep going until I find it. Connors
always cheers me up. She lets me call her Betty. We usually get to talking
about the old days and how it seemed we were very free then, but now we
are certainly seeds, stuck in the chambers of this rotting apple. She is a
deep gal.
Then down the steps, now on the third floor, and then to the end of
it but there is no office and no Connors. She will be there though, I know,
if I keep walking. My ugly yellow feet go ahead of one another, and I hate
admitting how I depend on their memory. I jingle a bit, loose change, but
I won’t stop it. If I do I am afraid my steps will lose their rhythm-song. A
woman puts her head outside her door, then pulls it back in quickly, and I
hear her mumbling through the wall about the man in the hall. I wonder if
I am a terrible thing, to neighbors and children, or maybe just impossible
to ignore.
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I reach the end of the second floor and again, no Connors, and I
remember that her office must be in the basement because the first floor
is just an entrance and a little desk where skinny girls and dull khaki men
come to sign their names. So I keep rolling at my own pace, and I am going
to use the back staircase because no one asks you what you’re doing back
there. If they do, I will just tell them, I am going to see that Betty down in
the basement. She has big blue eyes that sing when she opens them, and
you feel like you could slide up to her desk and sit there all afternoon. The
problem is that suddenly I have a hand tight around my arm. The hand is
wide and pasty with dark hairs circling out from beneath the bleached cuff.
The child is back at the end of the hall, the same baby with his marbles,
only now he is staring and holding those marbles in his hand. His eyes
are dark and quiet, and he watches the big man in the white shirt ask me,
“Where are you going, Rudy? You know your floor is the third, don’t ya?”
Then I nod because it’s what they want. Can’t go walking where you please
in this sad place.
“Can’t go down the god-damned steps?” I ask him, and he frowns.
“Betty is in her office. Just want to get to go see Betty and talk to somebody.
My roommate doesn’t talk. Never. He’s duller then you, big boy.” And that
really makes him frown, and he tightens his grip, leading me back to my
room like the Gestapo, only with his uniform threadbare.
“No Betty here, Rudy. You know my name though, right?” He
points to his chest, to where the patch reads, Rick. He has a big dumb face.
It is the kind of face that you want to sit down and tell a thing or two, just
so the big dumb face doesn’t go out and get itself killed.
He shuts the door behind me and advises me to stay where I am. The
door closes and opens an unformed thought: He’s one of them, that kind
of person.
“These people, David, they are the same ones,” my voice rising,
“who said the revolution was all violence and no liberty.” Rising, shaking.
“These people said beautiful Castro was a killer, but then look! Look at
them now! They said, we will take care of you. Buy American-made. We
will take care of you! Now they are locking me up and there is no due process. I don’t get to know what I have done to offend thee, white-shirt! I do
not have the opportunity to defend myself against these conditions, David.
This is the center of a rotten brain.” I holler myself a little hoarse and my
voice goes up cracking, a rattle, and my stomach hurts from the hungry
worms, so I just sit back down. This is what you have to do so that your
stomach doesn’t hurt; you have to sit back down.
David puts his photo book back under the bed and stands up. He
points at me and shrugs his shoulders, What can you do? I understand and
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agree.

I lie down. The hallway echoes with squeaking shoes like baby
chicks from a farm, mostly dust. The farm was way back, some other time.
The thoughts, of dawn and the cold and the chickens lined up for slaughter,
pull me down.
Someone gives the door a tap. From the other side of the door I
hear, “Rudy, visitor.”
I think some time has passed because my legs feel like sleep, and
the light in the room is lower, more purple. I open my door and think I
might see the flat brown fields of Indiana, but instead it is a man. He looks
like me, and he sticks out his hand and says, “Hello,” shaking me like a doll.
His hands are browner then mine, no blue veins, but they make the same
shapes. His face is mine backward.
“It’s you again?” I ask, and he looks sad.
“Its me,” he says with my voice.
He is as crafty as they come, but I know him very well. “Well.
Come in. Sit. We will do the things we do.” I struggle when he is around
because my eyes get caught in his eyes, as they do in the mirror.
“They told me they stopped you trying to head to the basement?”
he asks me.
“Yeah, they did. I think that big dumb kid thinks he’s God. Or
Kennedy.” I talk because he does. If David did more than point, if he held
his end of the talk just once, I would keep this doppelganger out. My skin
crawls because of his; the lines on his face are few and shallow. His feet are
always shuffling. My eyes water up and it’s only when I see his eyes, or his
thick hair, or when he gets close, and I can smell him. People like him are
not trusted by anyone on this floor, least of all me, and I think he feels this.
He picks up his foot and slides it across his knee, and I feel what is called
heavy déjà vu. He gets up, and his walk is impossible to place, but it has
one, in the back of my hollow skull, I am certain. He looks like a group
of men I belonged to, a soldier or doctor I had known. He touches David’s
desk and then jumps back when David cries out.
“I’m sorry Mr. Blue, I forgot, I forgot.” The doppleganger is falling over himself to be forgiven, but David screeches again and then falls
silent and lies back. When he makes himself awkward, when he seems
his most uncomfortable, I find the man both hilarious and terribly sad. I
even feel like I might get up and throw an arm around him to squeeze a bit
of humanity into him and let him know he is not really a bother, but then
he smiles or holds his hands in this way that turns my head around, and I
just sit and keep the distance. Doppelganger pulls an apple from his coat
pocket. It is red and waxed to a shine that catches the late light, and now I
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have really got my eye on it.
“You want this?” he says. Wise.
“I’ve been thinking about them. That’s all,” I let him know.
“I brought it up for you. Margot slipped it to me on the way out,
said you’d be happy to have some fresh fruit.” He wants to please, so I reach
out and grab the red shining thing, sit back down, and eye him suspiciously. I don’t think he has tried poison before, but there is something in the air
between us. I don’t rule the possibility out. He sighs because I am saying
nothing and finally he stands up like I do.
“I am going to be back on Friday. Margot wants to come and see
you, too, and maybe we can bring little Eliza.” Eliza. I can see her. Sweet
eyes, little girl who has visited, who doesn’t know what to call me, who I
must keep from that dirty boy and his marbles.
He goes to the open door and says, “Sleep well,” which makes me
laugh and then makes him laugh, and he smiles again, wide, and I know
the face again, and again, and again.
“Night, Dad,” his back moving away from me, pulls the door shut
as he goes.

•••
David comes in from the bathroom, and his robe is dragging the floor like
a lost soul. He opens the drawer next to his bed, pulls out two chocolate
bars, hands me one, then sits at the edge of his bed.
“We are the worms, David,” I say as I peel back the flesh of the bar
and begin to eat. David and I sit here, nothing between us, munching lazily
at cheap chocolate bars. The army had better chocolate, but I am grateful.

•••
Tuesday and the child is again rolling marbles, only now he rolls them to
the wall in front of him so that they might bounce back. He avoids my rolling eyes as I shuffle into the room. Again, the bed is made. I do not give
this much thought because I am thinking of Betty persistently. She always
has those pearls strung around her neck, one in each ear, my eyes staring.
I have this feeling today she has that blue suit on, which has sharp angles
in the shoulders, but every other part smooth as sapphire ice. I am telling
David, “Your laces are undone.” He makes no point to look at his bare feet,
but I think maybe he smiles. “This is a good day, David. I’m heading out to
find Betty. The courtyard is all yellow and pink with sun, and I am sure she
could use a walk outside after working all afternoon in that dusty basement,
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you know?” David doesn’t move. “David, make sure if my wife stops by you
tell her I am up in the bathhouse, and I will be down to see her when I am
free,” I am saying as I shut the door and pick up my pace, heading for the
end of the hall. I remember this time that her office is in the basement, so
I don’t waste time wandering. The boy’s marbles are gone. The painting at
the end of the hallway is a window, the lazy light now purple.
I hit the first floor and see a white-shirt talking to some pink-faced
girl, who is smiling wide teeth at him, and I just slip my wiry self along the
wall, lift the door with a bone finger and slide inside. The staircase is poorly
lit with yellow bulbs, and I can’t believe Betty has to look at this before sitting down to work for eight hours. They really do take your little soul right
out of you and make you jump hoops just so you can get old. We will talk
in that manner for a bit I am sure, but then I will cheer her up and take her
blue eyes out to the courtyard for some real light.
The steps down are short, and I almost lose myself once and tumble, but I catch the banister, and when I open the basement door my eyes
are met with nothing. There is black like velvet in front of me, no depth,
just waves of soft dark. I know this bit is wrong, but Betty might be down
here, maybe the power went out, and she is just sitting at her desk waiting
for someone to lead her to light.
“Betty?” I am yelling, but my voice doesn’t come out much like
a yell; it comes out rather like a sour, dull piano note. My eyes begin to
adjust, and I can see vines. I can only assume these are the same vines
from the outside, finally breaking their way into the interior by way of the
basement. The vines gurgle with gasoline, or water, or whatever fuels their
rapid growth, and I can see a cement ramp leading me down, so I take it.
I reach bottom, and I see a room to my left, but upon peeking inside I see
only desks, lined up like a classroom.
I move farther from the door, until it is a yellow point of light behind me and seems very far away. The vines must be wound around pipes
because suddenly they groan a low groan, which sounds like a name, and
then rises in a louder shout. I come to a place in the floor where it is out.
There is a plank, which takes me safely to the other side, but soon I realize there is no groaning. A white-shirt is near the door, and I am certain
he has brought the doppelganger, because from behind me I hear my very
own voice call my own name. I can hear the ladies whispering, tight in
their gaggle. I push the planks down the ragged hole in the floor and decide to be silent and move forward toward Betty.
“Betty?” I say again, not too loud, because the white-shirt is now
shining a light and barking orders. If I ignore him, he becomes just a groaning vine, wrapping around the inside of the heart of this place.
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I reach the far wall, and Betty is lost. I know she should be around
here; the end of the hall was always her office, and her wide desk, and electric typewriter. In the dark I feel as though there are people crowding in
on me—like at the airport when I left Cuba—crowding and pushing in on
my weak chest. The flashes of light are now focused on me, and the voices
are pleading
“Come this way, Rudy,” They are saying. “It’s dangerous, Rudy,
watch your steps.” They warn me of a loss of life and of nails and of rats,
but I understand they are just as tricky as the other who looks like me.
Hummingbird squawks. The ladies gathered round her flap their arms and
shout.
I sit, tuck my knees up under me, and pull from my coat pocket the
apple. It is an ember in my hands, and even in the dark I can see its bloody
flesh. I bite it, so I may taste. Even if it is poisoned, I am ok with death in
the dark. There are no swiftly blinking trickster lights down here. There is
no white-shirt if I close my eyes and taste only the fleshy, sweet fruit. All I
can hear is the crunching between my jaw, and I don’t stop chewing even
when I hit the core and its precious slippery seeds.
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Poetry

The Second Chair Rehearses at Home
Jeffrey Alfier

The songstress fingers silver eyeliner,
dons a sea-green dress. Her hand
on a dizzying share of crème de menthe,
she draws her hair back in a loose chignon,
secured easily with a carved bone-clip
that throws her neckline into sharp relief.
Her son unlatches his instrument case.
Lazy laments of bassoon notes as smooth
as shadows on a summer sundial thread
the temperate zone of noontime Sunday.
Releasing thumbs from upper octave keys,
the boy catches a whiff of wild ginger,
traces the scent back to his mother.
Hearing notes falter, she cheers him with,
don’t worry, we’re all flesh and blood. He knows
tonight, she’ll sing that alibi home.
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Ghost
•••

Lauren Taylor

Fiction

Saturdays at Our Place
Lissa Niederer

Every Saturday, my husband and I turn the tiny kitchen of our third floor
apartment into a pizzeria. Monday through Friday, during the days, we
work at our stressful (his), boring (mine) jobs and then come home and
argue about where the fruits of our labor have gone. Sundays he sits next
to me at church, watching the daddies bouncing babies on their knees, and
I know he thinks it is my fault we cannot have children. He says it in his
silence when we lie back to back in bed at night. But Saturday. Saturdays
we are partners, culinary artists, moving in small intersecting circles over
the linoleum.
By the time 11 a.m. rolls around, and we’ve dragged ourselves out
of bed, our tongues are already dripping for the taste of a homemade pizza.
I don’t miss not having breakfast. I smile as I crank the oven on to preheat.
450 degrees. I mix yeast, warm water, and salt together in a large bowl and
wait for it to bubble. Then I dump in the flour and pound my regrets into
the dough; it takes a good ten minutes to get it as soft as we like. Sometimes, if we’ve been particularly cross with one another that week, I throw
in a tablespoon of sugar.
While all this is happening, my husband finds the mozzarella in the
back of the refrigerator, behind the unopened, non-fat, organic yogurt and
a mountain of leftovers. We stand at opposite ends of our wobbly kitchen
table, facing each other; sometimes we hum. He has a special cheese grater
that he found at a yard sale a few summers ago, and the grater refuses to
perform for anyone but him. They work fabulously together. The crank
turns and the cheese falls in twisting strands of shredded dairy. He places
the plate of cheese on the counter.
Now my husband brings the Merlot down from the cupboard
and turns on Louis Armstrong as I pour. We are entering a period of serious pizza-making that requires a certain mix of culture and contentment.
Louis Armstrong is not Italian, but they play his music a lot at the Olive
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Garden, and we decide that this will do. We sip slowly.
I have a different cheese grater. It’s not the kind that you hold and
crank, like my husband’s; it is a pyramid-shaped, stainless steel contraption
with different sized holes on each of the four sides. With it, I grate the pepperoni. This seems strange to people, but it is a fantastic way to save money.
When you grate the pepperoni into tiny little shreds of meat, it covers a
lot more surface area, so you can use less. Plus, shredding it releases the
juice and creates sensational flavor. My husband usually watches me do
this part; he was the one who came up with this idea, and it amuses us both
as the grease runs down my fingers. I don’t have to ask him if he wants any,
I just drop a pinch on his tongue and he gives me a kiss. Louis is crooning
in that gravelly voice of his, ever-present behind the soft, metallic noises
of the kitchen. Just say goodnight and kiss me, oh, hold me tight and tell me
you’ll miss me; While I’m alone and blue as can be, dream a little dream of
me.
The dough is done rising. I knead it one more time and let it sit in
a ball to soften. Our rolling pin (a wedding present) has been well-loved,
and it sings a two-note song as I drive it back and forth over the crust.
Stars fading, but I linger on, dear, still craving your kiss. My husband, with
his back to me now, stands over the stove, sprinkling spices into a pot of
tomato sauce. Oregano. Basil. A little bit of chili powder. Then he throws
in his bitterness, fear, and jealousy, boiling them away, breathing deeply as
the flavors warm together. They have become a single taste, swimming in a
sea of deep red delicacy.
Our background trumpet serenade stops now, as if Louis recognizes the importance of what happens next. It is time to assemble the pizza.
My husband carries the pot of sauce and his ladle to the counter
where I’ve set the dough on the pizza stone between the plate of cheese
and the bowl of shredded pepperoni. As he spreads the sauce in tiny swirls
with the back of the ladle, I lay down the pepperoni, and we muse out
loud together about how clever we are to put the pepperoni underneath the
cheese, which we apply in synchronization, wrists crossing over each other,
fingers two-stepping, each finding a dancing partner who knows the other
intimately. I open the oven door as he puts on the oven mitts and slides the
pizza in.
We sit on the kitchen floor and watch our baby grow.
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Poetry

When We Couldn’t Tell Time
Emma Deans

remember dancing through
cat-o’-nine tails,
how the wind
lifted
our curls like
puffs of cotton
bouncing
quietly
through space?
remember the stone well
and the wishes
we blew
into its belly?
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Non-Fiction

All for Paper
Lee Cart

I stood surrounded by seventy and eighty-foot tall red and white pines
and felt closer to God than I had in a long, long time. Who needs to go
to church? I thought. I felt the power of nature emanating from the trees,
moving me as emotionally as the hymns I had had to sing as a child. The
trees towered above me, swaying slightly in the soft breeze, their needles
whispering in a tongue I could only dream of understanding. It was cool
in these dense Maine woods; a welcome relief from the heat of the August
sun. I felt my core body heat slowly drop, felt the sticky sweat on my back
dry as I just stood in the silence. I had to lean backwards to look straight up
into the tree tops, a dizzying distance, and I felt myself sway in rhythm to
the canopy of dark-green branches far overhead. I wandered along the unused tote road, going deeper and deeper into the old growth forest. Patches of sunlight, patches of shadow flickered in and out as the trees rustled
overhead. I felt the presence of a hundred living things and moved slowly,
quietly, deliberately. I did not want to disturb anything here; I felt small,
minute, and inconsequential in the presence of those trees.
This old road was one of my favorite walks to take near my house
in the woods near Jackman, Maine. The road had been used during the
Second World War to deliver food and mail to the German prisoner-ofwar camp in Hobbstown. German officers, captured in Europe, were sent
to this outpost to cut trees for the local logging company. Daily, the mail
and fresh food had been sent by boat up the Moose River from Jackman
to Spencer Rips, then carried on horseback from the river through these
woods to the camp. Sections of old telephone and telegraph wire and green
and blue glass insulators could still be found along the overgrown roadside. The narrow road, barely wide enough for a horse and wagon, followed the top of an esker, skirted a small swamp and then crossed through
this section of woods that had not been cut for over a hundred years. The
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red and white pines in this area sank their roots deep into the gravel and
stretched their branches to the heavens. Their tall growth had blocked the
sun for so long that no other trees grew in this area. The forest floor was a
soft litter of decaying needles that felt spongy underfoot; wintergreen and
bunch berries grew everywhere. Often on these walks, I would see brown
rabbits hopping in the underbrush or a ruffed grouse with its brood of
chicks pecking at the berries. Standing, watching, trying to blend into my
surroundings, I felt my soul take a deep breath and only resumed walking
once a sense of serenity prevailed.

•••
The towering pines reminded me of the Catholic churches I had
visited in Mexico when I was a child. Although not Catholic, my father
enjoyed seeing the churches in the towns and cities we visited. Often, my
mother would wait outside with my sister and brother while I entered the
cool, dark-stone cathedral with my father. I loved those buildings. They
were full of dusty carvings of patron saints perched in stone alcoves high
above my head, the sweet and musky smell of incense, bright flickers of
light from hundreds of votive candles burning in front of paintings of Jesus, and the quiet murmur of voices saying prayers. Each church had its
own variation of a wooden carved statue of Jesus on the cross, his head
wrapped in a wreath of bloody thorns standing larger than life near the
altar. I wandered slowly behind my father, watching and duplicating his
moves so as not to offend anyone or anything in the church. Although I
did not know whether God existed or not, in these churches I often felt
the presence of something, of someone, and took great care not to make
any wrong move. I figured it was better to hedge my bets and not offend a
higher power, if it did exist, than wind up paying for my faux pas later in
life. When my father stopped to peer up into the ceiling, I did, too, bending
backwards to stare straight up into the domed ceiling so far above us. I was
amazed at the elaborate gold leaf painted there. Even at a hundred feet or
more above us, the gold caught and reflected the light of the candles, making me dizzy. On the way back to the heavy wooden doors at the entrance
to the church, we always stopped at the offering box for the widows and
orphans and dropped a few pesos into it. They landed with a heavy clunk
into the depths of the wooden box, and I would glance nervously around to
see if we had disturbed anyone at prayer. Stepping into the bright sunlight
outside, I usually had to blink and shake my head to clear it of the thick
scent of incense and mystery before moving on.
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•••
A man from the paper company arrived at the house one day in late October to talk to my husband about our land. He wanted to know where our
boundaries were, whether we had ever had our land officially surveyed,
our line blazed. We said no, our land was not surveyed. Although we were
surrounded by paper company land on all sides, most of it in old growth
forest, we had trusted that no one would come cut the woods near us. We
naively thought that if they did, they would respect the fact that we lived in
the area and would stay a fair distance away from our homestead. The company man informed us that those ideas were long out-of-date. The days of
word-of-mouth agreements were gone; lines needed to be surveyed and
blazed with ribbon and paint every twenty to thirty feet. The old growth
forest was the reason to come in and cut. The amount of money to be made
on that much pulp wood could not be left standing any longer. The world
needed more paper for toilet tissues, napkins, and paper plates. The company’s owners wanted to make as much money as possible. My husband
and I were told a surveyor would come to mark our line within the month
and that cutting would begin as soon as the line was surveyed.

•••
A month later the surveyors had done their job. Orange ribbon and paint
marked our boundaries. We woke to the rumble and whine of machinery at first light and the noise continued without stopping for most of the
morning. The harvesters had arrived, the woods were being cut. I grabbed
my camera and hurried down the tote road, hoping I was not too late. I
shot roll after roll of film, trying to capture the essence of almost every tree
along the road. I wanted, needed, a record of these beautiful pines. Their
strength and power were my strength and power; I had to preserve it in
some fashion. Deep down, though, I knew that it was a futile gesture; mere
film could not catch the spirit of these trees. Their presence could not be
captured on paper. Even as I took more photos, I prayed that something
would happen to the machinery so that it would all stop.
I turned a corner in the road; devastation stretched before me.
Piles of trees lay stacked one on top of another. Their butt ends oozed sap;
their shorn branches filled the air with the pungent scent of pine. Deep tire
ruts crisscrossed the woods, sticky stumps glared like weeping eyes at the
bright sun. Tiny wintergreen and bunch berries were crushed and wither48

ing in the sudden heat. The silence was deafening. The hated harvester sat
unoccupied, its driver off in the shade taking his lunch break. The machine
looked like a giant bug, its front pincer arms ready to grasp the trunk of a
red pine, its circular saw-blade ready to slice through the two foot tree in
mere seconds. I took more pictures, of the destruction, of the machinery, of
the trees piled up; I thought of human bodies piled for burial, stacked like
cord wood. Profane acts by humans on humans, on nature.
Tears welled in my eyes at the mess. My cathedral was gone, ready
to be hauled off and turned into toilet paper. “Blasphemy!” I shouted and
shook my hand in the direction of the machinery. I thought of Edward
Abbey, the Monkey Wrench Gang. I longed for a bag of sugar to dump
into the gas tank of the machine but knew that would not stop this madness. Nothing would stop it; if a harvester broke down, the company would
only send in another. The world needed its paper, and this was the source.
I turned away in dismay. Where would the rabbits and ruffed grouse go
now, I wondered as I headed towards home. Where would I go for solace?
Where would I find God?
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Non-Fiction

Watching Others Say “I Do”
David Bersell

Spring
Lost somewhere between sleeping and daydreaming—I’m not sure
which she leans closer to—my girlfriend, Katie, digs her forehead into the
side of my shoulder. Her feet tickle the wrinkled oxford shirt and Easteregg-colored bridesmaid’s dresses hanging against the car door, and my
shoulder begins to ache, but I do not want to disturb her peace.
Katie’s older sister, Becky, and her boyfriend, Ben, sit in the front
seats, guiding the iPod and the car respectively. Sweat creeps up the small
of my back and when I twist, my spine pops audibly like bubble wrap. Last
night Katie and I slept on a leaky air mattress at their place. Each time I
rolled by body into a different sleeping position—left side, belly, right side,
back—my shifting weight woke her up. The rubber mattress squeaked as
we wrestled blankets from each other in the middle of the night.
“We can’t fool around or anything, just so you know,” she told me.
The drive from central Maine to upstate New York should take
about seven hours without stops. It’s nearly 9 AM. We are two hours in,
somewhere in western Massachusetts, and I am finally beginning to wake
up. It is mornings like this that make me wish I could learn to love the taste
of coffee.
Ben sparks another bowl of weed and passes it to Becky. I close
my eyes as he rolls down the windows and it sounds like a Tai Fighter
battle scene from Star Wars, the stereo’s hip-hop beats speckling the rushing highway. Becky and Ben pass the bowl back and forth after each short
hit. They work as a team, the passenger packing the bowl for the driver.
Becky turns around and jokingly asks, “Anyone in the back seat?”
I instantly shake my head because of Katie’s disapproval, but Becky doesn’t
even wait for our response. I roll memories back and forth, of high school,
smoking weed on back porches at parties, standing under a blanket of stars,
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wondering if some girl would let me make out with her that night.

•••
“Stop fuckin’ bitchin,” Ben tells Becky.
“You were about to hit that truck.”
“I saw him. You’ve been bitchin’ all morning. You can drive if you
want to.”
“I don’t want to drive. I also don’t want to die.”
“Then stop bitchin’. Just stop.”
If I ever talk to Katie like that, especially in front of people, I hope
she punches me in the face. I hope it is a swift, hard punch, and that I feel
each one of her tiny knuckles.
I never want to be like Becky and Ben. I want more than to just
be comfortable in a relationship, to just be people that help each other get
through the day. I’m not sure if what Katie and I share is love. It’s still too
early and I am too young, but sometimes when I cannot sleep, I hope that
it is, because I do not want to let this girl down, and I never want to feel like
my father, remarried and stagnant, or like my mother, divorced and alone.
Ben lights a cigarette and the smoke billows up softly before slipping out the window, stolen by the ripping wind. Katie cringes; cigarettes
give her headaches.
Fat, black sunglasses cover half her face, and a tightened sweatshirt
hood wraps her long brown hair. Katie reminds me of a young L.A. starlet
pretending to hide from the paparazzi. She pulls her knees even tighter into
her petite frame, and from the front of the car Jay-Z explains that he sold
kilos of coke. He guesses that he can sell CDs. He raps about his girlfriend,
his father, about selling crack and how it all feels. Katie wakes up from her
nap and guesses that she feels better. Her headache went away. I want to
kiss her, just a peck will do, but I have only met her sister once before, so I
let the moment pass.

•••
At the hotel bar: I drink three beers and meet dozens of Katie’s relatives,
whose names I know I will never remember. After the girls leave for rehearsal, Ben and I walk in the rain to a gas station for cheap beer. We split
the cost and the carrying. Overall, Ben seems like an okay guy. I drink
three more beers.
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•••
At the rehearsal dinner buffet I consume:
Garden salad
Rolls (2)
Shrimp Cocktail (8)
Prime Rib (2)
Roasted Potatoes (6)
Fettuccini Alfredo
NY Strip (1/2)
Cheesecake (one bite)
Beer
Long Island Iced Tea
I am beginning to like weddings.

•••
The next morning we all rest in the hotel’s hot tub until we feel dehydrated,
numb, melting. When Becky sits across from me, I try not to look at her
boobs, but the blue stars tattooed over her cleavage make the fight much
harder. I cannot stop my eyes from drifting.
I am a dick.
The girls need to get their hair done for the wedding, leaving Ben
and me to watch their nephew, Ethan. As it turns out, 5-year-old Ethan
loves hitting his head against wooden furniture, dragon action figures, and
jumping on my crotch. He climbs up my shoulders, over and over after I
toss him to the mattress, bounding and kicking and wrestling, never relenting.
After Ethan’s mom returns to collect him, I rest my thumb on the
remote’s up arrow, piloting the TV, and Ben easily convinces me to chug
two drinks, since we only have 15 minutes until the wedding. In my older
brother’s hand-me-down pinstriped suit, I feel like James Bond. I feel like
John F. Kennedy. I look into the mirror and feel like a pimpled teen late to
his prom, belly bubbling with warm beer.

•••
On the drunk-bus back to the hotel after the reception, I receive a warning.
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Home on a few days of special leave from Iraq, the best man leans
over his seat, head shaved high and tight. His alcohol infused breath feels
hot against my naked cheek.
“Michael is Katie’s brother,” he says.
“I am aware.”
He continues: “And I am Michael’s best friend. She’s like, my little
sister. So if you hurt her, I will fuckin’ kill you.”
I think of the definition for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, machine guns, and Call of Duty 4.
Katie’s half-brother, Michael, served in Iraq as a Marine before injuring his back. At the reception, men in uniform leaned against the bar
in a line, too cool to dance. I do not share the same military ideals as these
men, but being surrounded by commitment, I wished that I could feel the
same sense of honor and sacrifice that their dress uniforms represent. I
want to commit. I want to feel compelled to suck a breath deep into my
lungs and take a step forward. Commit to Katie, to a career, to my family,
to anything greater than myself.

•••
Summer
I can’t find a real job, so I work at a pizza place to pay the bills. I share my
hours with young, unwed mothers, stoners, students, losers, family men,
ex-addicts. I eat obscene amounts of free food, drink vodka and Red Bull
during work, smoke weed with the owner, throw up in the bathroom, sleep
on strange couches, get asked to drop out of college to become a manager. My bedroom becomes “the wedding room” full of my older sister’s
dress patterns and fake flowers. I have trouble sleeping, stay up all night
in a haze, dream about being with Katie, dream about being with other
women, about car crashes, losing the big game, getting Katie pregnant. I
catch up with high school friends, sleep all day, watch movies until 4 a.m.,
read books, try to write books, give up, call Katie, text Katie, don’t call
Katie enough. An old friend from Atlanta who is thinking about getting
a breast reduction visits, Katie gets jealous, I visit Katie three hours away,
Katie visits me, my father is not walking my sister down the aisle, my father
is taking my mother to court, my mother goes back on Prozac, my father is
not coming to the wedding, we are all excited for the wedding. Katie calls
me crying, asks me if I am leaving Maine after I graduate, if we are going to
make it, if I care, I tell her “I don’t want to make a promise I can’t keep”, we
go camping on the Fourth of July, it rains, we stay in our cabin and drink
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beer and have sex, take her dog for muddy walks in the woods, the sun
comes out, we swim, we play mini-golf. I finally tell Katie that I love her,
she cries, this time because she is happy. Our neighbors at the campground
have three kids, argue a lot, make me wonder how much I would hate my
life if I had annoying kids. The kids chase our dog and the husband tells his
wife, “I don’t care. I’m leaving.” His wife says, “No, stay. Calm down. You’re
overreacting.” He swears and repeats his threats, but he eventually stays.

•••
Fall
I know that it is cliché to say, but my sister Karen has never looked as beautiful as she does in her wedding dress—soft, full of lines and lace.
It makes sense. Naturally, a $200 haircut and custom-gown helps.
As she and Ryan clink their champagne glasses outside of the church, their
smiles remind me of the model couples that come in new picture frames.
They step into their limo to glide through the city, off to become recently
graduated doctors and future parents. American, they do not need to be
dreamers, because their reality already feels perfect enough.

•••
But before this moment:
• On the way to Massachusetts, I merge onto a new highway and
an 18-wheeler cuts our car off, coming inches from my window.
Katie and I do not speak for the final 30 minutes it takes to get to
the hotel.
• I carry my mom and Auntie Paula’s luggage to their third floor
rooms. After being dependent on husbands for decades, these
women—round and black-haired, full of passion and opinion—
were left to fend for themselves. My Auntie now works at a grocery
store to pay her divorce lawyers. I like taking care of Katie, but
can’t help thinking about doing too much for her when I cook dinner or help her get ready for work.
• I awkwardly catch up with relatives who I have not seen for years,
even though we have never been close and probably never will be.
• My relatives quiz Katie about her job as a high school teacher. She
always gets the same questions: does she really likes math (yes),
does she ever gets hit on (yes), is teaching harder because she looks
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so young (not really). “One kid told me that I looked like Miley
Cyrus,” she says. “I’m not sure if that’s a complement.”
My parents stand together in the same room, without lawyers, for
the first time in six years.
Katie cries into her pillow, because I did not pay enough attention
to her at the rehearsal dinner. Her black mascara stains a circle into
the white cloth. Apparently, if I loved her, I would not let her cry,
and it takes all I have not to yell or roll away from her warm body.
I realize that Karen and Ryan met in college. My brother and his
girlfriend Liz, who I bet will soon get married, also met in college.
This scares me.
Liz and Katie are as short as my five-foot mom. This is weird.
“He better always treat her well,” my mom tells Ryan’s mom, crying, as she does through most of the ceremony and reception.
At the reception, my mom’s best friend Sheila wheezes through
her oxygen tubes, new wig glistening like the dance floor, like the
chandelier. The cancer has spread from her breasts. With a hearty
laugh and somber eyes, her husband Doug stands next to her all
weekend, holding her oxygen tank, and they dance one slow song
before she needs to sit down to catch her breath.
Katie and I receive invitations to visit relatives in Arizona, North
Carolina, Florida, and Illinois. None of these trips with ever take
place, but they are fun to plan while drinking vodka.
Ryan’s grandmother, not sure if she would make it until the wedding, now asks for grandchildren before she dies.
Whenever Katie and I walk anywhere alone, to the bathroom, to
get a drink, to change clothes, people ask, Where are you guys going? They assume that we are constantly sneaking off to have sex.
Apparently, this is what 22-year-olds are supposed to do.
“Take care of him,” my dad tells Katie, before leaving the hotel.
He told my first girlfriend the same thing before moving out of
my family’s house. That time, he’d added, “David could use a good
friend right now.”

•••
“I’m not really looking forward to the drive,” I tell Katie. “But I am grateful
to finally have some time alone.”
She agrees. We leave the wedding and at least inside of the car, we
are content.
I apologize for not taking care of her, for leaving her alone at the
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rehearsal dinner. I will try harder. I will drive her home safely, and I will not
yell, and I will unpack the car and cook dinner and say I love you as many
times as it takes. I am not sure if this is true, but it could be.
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The South Side
•••

Emma Deans

Non-Fiction

Cheat Out, Madman
Amanda Reynolds-Gregg

“It is pleasant at times to play the madman.” –Seneca
If one decides to play the madman at the wrong time, will there be any
pleasantry about it or does it become something else? Maybe it changes
into something sinister, something broken, or just plain wrong.
How is one supposed to know when it is the pleasant time as opposed to the unpleasant? Is it a matter of happenstance or something more
substantial, solid?
I play the madman at dinner. I play the madman at lunch. One of
these is pleasant. Which?
Maybe meals are too disciplined for the madman. Maybe he is
more likely to be pleasant while watching the big Sunday night game or
driving in the morning rain.
I shudder to think what playing the madman must be like during
a break-up or when getting a cavity filled.
Maybe playing the madman is all about location.
Location, location, location.
What is in the location that will affect just how pleasant playing the
madman will be? Should you choose a location of familiarity, or is a place
that offers no memories more preferable?
Play the madman on the green at UMF. Shake your fists, spit out
wild profanities in other languages, eat dog shit, roll around on the ground,
drool. Then check your watch. Fix your clothes, straighten out your hair,
go meet a friend for a movie. Mention nothing. Repeat the process the next
day, same time, same place.
Practice makes perfect.
If the play is the thing and playing the madman can be pleasant
at times, then does that mean the madman is the thing? That the play is at
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times pleasant? Does the kind of play matter, or are we to assume all would
be mad?
Is theater a place for the madman?
In plays, it’s called “cheating out” when actors try to show as much
as their bodies as possible to the audience despite the way natural movement tends to allow. Does the madman know how to do this? Is this at
times pleasant for him to do?
How long does one play the madman for?
Maybe the insane are all just playing the madman, following Seneca’s advice, though perhaps they learned the quote wrong. They forgot the
essential “at times” and have since become lost without that constraint to
guide them.
If the inmates run the asylum, who is playing which part then?
Cheat out when you take over the asylum. Let your body angle
stage right as you speak towards the actor downstage who flubs his lines.
The madman must never forget his lines, else the part would be ruined,
and the play will be cancelled prematurely. No pleasant times at all.
Shakespeare once said, All the world is a stage, and, people are
merely players, and, a man in his lifetime plays many parts. One of these
parts must be the madman.
Welcome to this evening’s performance, ladies and gentlemen. The
manager would like to bring your attention to a slight change in the program. The actor playing the madman this evening will be none other than
all of you. Please do not be concerned. The part is simple and your lines are
gibberish. A copy of the script has been provided under your seat. Please
do try and keep up.
Cheat out.
The madman is pleasant to play, but how does the madman feel
about your portrayal? Do you capture his essence, or does he shake his
head in disapproval?
Will there be method to your acting?
The part of the madman this evening shall be played by Academy
Award-winning Daniel Day-Lewis. Mr. Day-Lewis, however, learned the
quote wrong and will thus be accepting his award while still in character.
Please don’t stare at the corner of his mouth; he will undoubtedly be drooling…a lot.
Cheat out, Daniel. For god sake, cheat out.
If playing the madman is pleasant for you, what is pleasant for
the madman to play? Would he play the doctor who would normally treat
him? Would he be a father or a mother? Would he be a child or a senior
citizen?
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How would you feel if the madman played you?
You come home one evening to find him with your child on his
knee, smoking your pipe. Later, he takes the little missus up stairs and
makes love to her passionately. She will come twice and fall asleep on his
chest. The next day the alarm will go off and he will go to your job and
gather around the water cooler with all of your golfing buddies.
The madman would lose interest in playing you, though. You are
not so pleasant to play.
No, not at all.
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Poetry

Music in the Kitchen; Louisiana, 1955
Amy Blankenship

I. Daughter’s Song
Momma tells me
I don’t need no
man to make me
whole—complete
me—as she turns
and churns her
dark hands through
the white dough
on the cracked
counter top.
Lady Day sings, and
my momma sings, too,
and we dance
on the dirty
linoleum around our
closeted kitchen.
And after dinner, after
that bread baked
golden and whole,
after Poppa come
home, stinking of
piss and Pabst,
after he grabbed at
my Momma’s wideas-highway hips,
slapping the bottom
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of her backside,
she went out on the
porch to watch the
stars fall, and crickets
gather in the yard to
sing their long song
down the dark and
balmy night.
II. Mother’s Song
I dig my toes into
the dirt and feel
the ground heave
and breathe back
into the bottoms of
my feet. The night
is as heavy as the
world and the air
hangs, soaked in my lungs.
He’s come home loud
and rough again,
and no amount of
noise can reel back in
the lead plummet swimming
to the bottom of my stomach,
not because of the
heavy ring on
my finger, or the
stretch marks of birth on
my belly, or the
tug of family on
my forearm—
but because I never sang
like the crickets sing,
or fell with grace like
the stars do, or drove
as fast as time
down the roads my
wrinkles make and the
folds of flesh gravity pulls
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off my backside. Now
my voice catches in
my throat, and high
notes crackle out my mouth, and
soon enough my tongue will
loosen until it breaks free and
fades with the crickets and stars
into the morning light.
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Non-Fiction

Inheritance, or, The Preacher and the Journalist
J.W. Oliver

Wordsmithing, Part One
Six years old. I lie in my parents’ bed, on one side of my father. My
sister is on his other side. He reads us Tolkien’s “Farmer Giles of Ham” and
“Smith of Wooton Major.” When the time comes, I go to my own bed and
seem to wake, in the bright morning, only a moment later.

•••
Bible

For me, all that is literary begins with the Bible. I have read it from
cover to cover—every genealogy, every tedious procedural list in the Pentateuch. After ten years away from church, from “the faith,” my knowledge
of the book compares favorably to that of most practicing Christians.
In the early years of our home-schooling, my sister and I were
made to follow a regimented schedule. At 6:15 a.m. we rose to share breakfast with my father before he left for work at 7 a.m. Often, at those early
meals, and again at dinner, if we were particularly engrossed in the tale,
my mother read to us: J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, the Left Behind series.
Pedestrian duties (hygiene, dishwashing, bed-making, pet-feeding, stairsweeping) consumed the next hour. At 8 a.m. we returned to our rooms for
the first hour of our school day, the subject my mother referred to—even
on my high school transcript—simply as “Bible.”
“Bible” actually consisted of a number of silent activities. We were
expected to spend ten minutes in prayer—on my knees before my futon,
though as I got older and more skeptical, I would reject this position, and
the prayer itself (unless there was an especially urgent matter at hand for
which the quite possibly imaginary powers of the Christian God were called
upon in desperation) in favor of a meditative recline or sleep or—though it
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was a source of great guilt in the confusion of youth—masturbation.
After the ten minutes of prayer/thought/rest/auto-eroticism came
to an end, the remainder of the hour was spent in Bible Study and journal
writing. Sometimes I would have another text to guide my study, but mostly it was an unfiltered examination of the canon. In the journal I was to
record and track prayer requests, report on the status of my “walk,” or my
personal relationship with my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, the foundation
for our faith. The journal could be thought of as a spiritual barometer, and,
later, predictably, it became a chronicle of endlessly emotive ruminations
on girls and on the humiliations inflicted by family.
The journals themselves were often gifts—cheap, plastic-bound
notebooks with tacky covers, chosen by my mother or grandmothers. A
terrier wearing a kerchief. A photograph of a wolf before an Arctic backdrop. A fabric and corduroy model bearing emblems of the old west—banjos, ten-gallon hats, chaps and spurs. An official Star Wars Episode One:
The Phantom Menace journal.
Early in the journal era, my mother proposed that she peruse
the journals, from time to time, to ensure our progress. My protest was
vehement. How could I be expected to bare my soul without censorship,
with the knowledge that my confessions (innocent as they may have been)
would face review? My mother scoffed. She never saw the need to extend
us a great deal of privacy. It was schoolwork, she said, and technically she
was correct. On this, however, I stood firm. My father was brought in to
adjudicate, and I won the day.
Though I don’t remember a conscious desire to become a writer
until I was nineteen, those five hours a week provided the germ. The first
ten minutes cemented my introversion. The Bible—that absurd, digressive epic, the center of my literary world—instilled a love for storytelling,
and my intimate study made it a primer of analysis and interpretation. The
journal made writing and reflection a daily habit.

•••
Wordsmithing, Part Two
Eight years old. My mother shows me an old short story, written
on yellow legal paper in my father’s distinctive handwriting. It’s a cynical
tale of social injustice in which, after the rape of a young wife and the acquittal of her attackers on a legal technicality, her husband goes vigilante,
kills the now-free rapists, and receives life in prison as punishment.
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•••
Bruce Lee
Our house was under a strict cultural embargo during these years.
Music, especially, as well as magazines and films, were met with a review
process that put China’s censors to shame.
For films, ratings were inconsequential; the MPAA held no authority with my parents. Instead, they developed their own rating system.
Violence of the variety found in war and action films was generally acceptable. Profanity, to a degree, was tolerated.
Nudity was a deal breaker. Titanic was forbidden. I didn’t see Kate
Winslet’s breasts until 2001.
Once I watched a Bruce Lee movie with my father. The film had
gone unscreened, and when, in an unexpected development, an inconsequential female character removed her bra, I was treated, for an instant, to
a glorious display. I wish I knew the name of the film. It would be interesting to discover whether these were truly the most exquisite breasts of
nature’s creation, or whether, as I suspect, I, in my sheltered adolescence,
was a lightweight, made drunk by these mammaries just as, some years
later, I would get drunk (debilitatingly so, and for the first time) with a sixpack of Coors Light.
Whatever the case, my father directed me to avert my gaze as he
fast-forwarded through the offending scene. I remember this well, though
I was just a boy. At one point, he hit play, and, though still dutifully blind,
I heard the distinct moans of a still very active sex scene, followed by a remark of disgust (embarrassment?) from my father, and the click and whir
of the VCR as it resumed fast-forwarding.
I kept my composure. It would not be wise to do otherwise. Perhaps, I thought, if, after this catastrophic exposure to temptation, I simply
managed, against the odds, not to descend into a pit of sin and decadence,
commanding the slaughter of the pious on an altar of unholy, polytheistic
stone by night, engaging, without concern for the degradation of my eternal soul, in unnatural relations with man, woman, and beast by day, perhaps my parents would perceive my steadfastness, and these rules would
slacken.
The rest of the movie was forgettable, but when it was over, my
father shut off the television, sat down, and turned to me. He folded his
hands and, hesitating, thoughtful, he licked his lips.
This, in my father’s case, means serious conversation time.
He apologized for exposing me to the film, and, despite my certainty that any such apology was unnecessary, insisted that I pray with
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him.

He proceeded to offer God a similar apology, and to implore Him,
in his own words, not to allow those (unforgettable) boobs to lead his son
astray.

•••
Wordsmithing, Part Three
Seventeen years old. I spend Christmas with my aunt and uncle
and two young cousins in suburban Clearwater, Florida. At a Christmas
party down the street the neighbor’s daughter, wearing a red cocktail dress,
adopts me and feeds me a steady diet of rum-and-cokes.
In my relatives’ living room, I peruse bookshelves. My aunt swoops
in, questions me about my reading habits, shoves books into my hands—
Garcia Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude and Jared Diamond’s
Guns, Germs and Steel.

•••
Arthur Dent
Eventually I realized that, while my parents occasionally would
take the time to screen movies (and music), books were another matter. If
the book did not, on its surface, offend, they were not about to devote the
time necessary for a thorough investigation.
There was something about books—their timelessness, perhaps (if
the Bible had been passed through the ages in the form of a Betamax cartridge, perhaps this system would have been reversed)—that did not raise
the same self-righteous hackles as other manifestations of pop culture.
Among the first that I read following this realization was Douglas
Adams’ Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, followed in rapid succession by
the rest of the five book Hitchhiker’s “trilogy,” the Dirk Gently books, and
much of Adams’ remaining oeuvre. Besides his brilliance and imagination
(he is unparalleled in the realm of sci-fi comedy—even Vonnegut, arguably the more important writer, could never match him here) Adams was a
dedicated environmentalist and an unapologetic atheist.
Woefully naïve, I turned to literature to gain an education on everything my parents left out. Hunter S. Thompson taught me Political Science and Pharmacology. Henry Miller taught Sex-Ed. Orwell, Kesey, Wolfe
and John Irving taught Sociology, Anthropology, History and Psychology.

•••
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Wordsmithing, Part Four
Eleven years old. With my mother and sister, I attend my grandmother’s final service as the Reverend of a Baptist church in Perrysburg,
Indiana. At seventy-two, after the death of her second husband, she will
move to Maine to live with us. She tells us she built this church from a shell.
She calls it a “light post on the corner” and exhorts her congregation to
remain steadfast. When she moves into our home, the floor of her “study,”
a large room in her apartment over the garage, sags with the weight of her
library. Bookcases line each wall from floor to ceiling, and one peninsular
bookcase divides the room, leaving only a narrow passage between sides.
My father expresses genuine concern for the floor’s structural integrity.

•••
A Journalistic Jason Bourne
Recently I began a literary journalism project. My goal, in the short
time I had left in Farmington, was to visit as many local churches as possible and provide a first person account of the state of religion in Franklin
County and to come to grips with what, exactly, troubles me about religion.
I wanted to tackle this subject with honesty and without vindictiveness.
One part of Christianity (or at least the brand of Christianity I
grew up with) that bothers me is its discouragement of personal responsibility. Leaders and parents exhort church members, children and one another to seek “God’s will” in every decision. If something goes wrong, only
in a superficial way is it the result of human error, and never is it simple bad
luck (my mother told me never to credit any triumph to good fortune, but
instead to consider myself blessed). Often, especially when one decides to
pursue a career in the ministry or in missions, the choice is spoken of as a
calling.
My logic tells me that there isn’t a God who “calls” people for various occupations, nor interferes in their lives whatsoever. People fit occupations because of their character, their skills, their personality. A Man of God,
for example, must have a flair for the dramatic. He must, on a conscious or
subconscious level, be comfortable with the mass manipulation of people,
most of whom will not share his education. To his merit, however, he must
also be compassionate. He must tend the spirits of the sick, the poor, the
outcast, just as he does those of the most powerful among his congregation. He must dispense with concern for material gain. A pastor—at least,
a pastor in Western Maine—will likely never accumulate great wealth.
Many of these qualities, of course—the drama and manipulation
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as well as the compassion, the humanitarianism, the selflessness—the
preacher shares with the best journalists. To borrow his phrase, then, I can
see no greater calling than to tell these stories of the displaced and forgotten, to present them in a manner that demands the attention, not only of a
handful of scholars, but of any open-minded, literate person.

•••
As I continue to work on the religion essay, I like to think of myself as a
journalistic version of Jason Bourne. Christianity (Bourne’s CIA) gave me
the tools (the moral outrage, for example) with which to combat it as I
wake to its duplicity.
And while eight-year-old me might rather be Bourne, or a samurai, or maybe John Wayne—twenty-five year old me is ready to start writing.
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Three Coins in a Fountain
•••

Carolyne Mayer

Poetry

Lightning
Seth Wardwell

The palaver is finished. —T.S. Eliot
The white-gowned lady
talks to me as if I do not know disaster.
She stops for a moment to regard the sun.
I can fit myself in the narrowest
margins; like smelling pages of an old
book, I can imagine entire histories.
Don’t we all want to be part
of each other’s stories that are never
finished or explained—
never mind disaster. What I did not see
on TV happened once in a tornado.
I tell her that I turn ordinary things
into words that are sometimes beautiful,
write stories that cannot be summaries,
create silences that fill museums,
reduce language to mediums of absences.
Not—It is. As is. As is
lightning in a Nebraska cornfield
As is I invent the lightning
The palaver is never finished
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White Mushroom Growing on Palm
•••

Samantha Shepard

Poetry

That July
Amy Blankenship

That July, we slept on the screened porch because the nights clung to our
bodies, wet and dense, and the windows of our rented house were stuck
shut. Our street breathed through the screens around us, staling the sweat
on our skin. You curled around me—sighed on the back of my neck in
sour wine exhales, and I dreamt of when we wouldn’t have to huddle on
a threadbare mattress or roll our pocket change anymore. We were fresh
and taut and new like we’d just been born, and we thought the ground
leapt up to kiss the bottoms of our dirty feet. We never called our parents.
We bought a charcoal grill and cooked out every night—spilling out on
the lawn and sipping pinot noir from a box. We were bloated and bulging,
heaving whales in the grass. Our closest neighbor, Mr. Cho, would push his
fingers through his broken blinds and watch us glowing in the night like a
television. He lived alone, a widower, and we could always hear his many
tiny cats mewing for more milk. He shuffled along the sidewalk in slippers
for his paper, his head cocked and watching us as if we would pounce. We
laughed at him, at his loneliness, at his silly, balding, wrinkled way. But
one night—I never told you this—I couldn’t sleep and had to pull away
from you. I stood to feel the breeze through the screen and saw Mr. Cho, lit
through his window. He rocked in a chair and sang, his voice carrying like
a bird’s, buoyant and rising above our house and street, breaking through
the trees and escaping into the sky above. And for a moment, the blinds
weren’t broken anymore, and our windows came unstuck, and a golden
light rose in waves from Mr. Cho’s face. He was shining, and suddenly I felt
incredibly young—a silly girl playing house. I crawled back to the mattress,
settled down beside you and pulled my knees to my chest. I lay like that all
night, listening to him until daybreak.
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Poetry

Sister Act
Lee Cart

The crowds push to the exit, elephant sweat,
burnt popcorn, and dust motes in the air. Stiff
from our push-me pull-you tumbling
act in the center ring, we strip
and shower in the gathering
darkness by our trailer—you scrub
our shoulders, I wash our legs—then we stretch naked
on the still-warm green patch of grass
we call home. Scent of roasting lamb
with rosemary mingles with roar
of lions and ignites a fire in our shared
belly. Above us you see sunset, I see darkness,
never able to look each other
in the eyes.
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Bonfires and Beer
•••

Kristen Start

Poetry

Ode to the PBR Tall Boy
Elizabeth Kelley

Ye saint of maladies rotund
I can say you are a church
alter upon which we rest
our elbows, up to our ears
in music pounding, pounders
tipped to a sky that holds a moon
like a washcloth that sits still
next to the bathroom mirror.
I have loved you, dear one,
among basement walls
in the hallow necks
of back-lit bars with smoke
curling around the nostril
of some boy in tight jeans
and a blue jacket, his hand
reddened by the snow.
Steeple of the vagrant,
you come to us in six
and with that crisp pop
you exhale fire, or ice
and fill up like a swallow’s nest.
Come into my bedroom
and stay beneath the covers
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uncovered, valiant and smooth
you are the one that we wait for
and Dionysus tells us: take
what you want, and leave
all the rest for the lonely.
Up in the hills, a coyote howls
towards the moon, as round
as the stomach in which
you rest, like a smooth puddle
shorn by the weight of a coming
sky. Last night, you were a bear
and the night before, a hawk
and in the morning, you are
waiting on the front porch
the sound of a bass guitar
pumping in the gasket
of your aluminum Vatican.
Wait for me by the red-light
the party by the fair-grounds
or the shore of the Atlantic.
I will come in my black boots
dancin’ shoes, ready for the groove
and we’ll share a secret in the corner,
as young girls in the crepuscular catalyst
cringe and cower, with their twisted teas
and fruity mixture that buzz bees around
the earlobes of you, elixir of the homeless
the paper-bag princess that pounces
at each coming boy with shaggy blonde hair
with the back of a lion, with a lair so deep
that I can forget it, in an instant
and then remember, like the wind
going through the woods, the walk
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home, a stumble, or two
and you, sentinel of the despaired
hallmark of the holy land-fill,
you come with me, too.
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Non-Fiction

A Bunch of Drunks
Caitlin Flaherty

“Are you 18?” asks the bartender, a petite woman in her late sixties.
“Yes,” I smile, surprised by the question. The entire two-week period our group of 16 geology students has traveled throughout Ireland, this
is the first time someone’s been “carded” when purchasing alcohol.
“I’m 21.” I start to pull my Massachusetts state driver’s license from
my wallet, but she stops me by raising a hand.
“It’s alright, dear. I believe you.” She hands me a pint of Guinness
in exchange for four euro.
“Thanks,” I say, sipping the foam from the glass and smiling. This
is my third pint, and I’m starting to feel as if I’m floating back to my seat
rather than walking. Gallagher’s, a small, simple bar in downtown Ardara, has a cozy air. The oak-paneled walls are crowded with antique Irish
paraphernalia like wooden harps and red and white flags displaying St.
Patrick’s Cross. Tonight, Gallagher’s is so packed that I can barely squeeze
by the groups of people standing around discussing Ardara’s victory in a
rugby tournament held earlier that evening. When I finally make it back
to my clan of fellow University of Maine at Farmington students crammed
around two tables, I notice someone else has joined our group.
“Half Pint” as we’ve been calling him, is an eleven year-old whose
father owns the bar. The skinny kid with blue eyes, blonde hair, and a
pouty face, explains that he’s from Dublin, but during the summer he lives
with his father in this small town of County Donegal in Northern Ireland.
He works for his father at the pub, clearing empty glasses from the tables.
Later, Half Pint will tell me his real name is Ciarran, will pronounce it
(Keer-awn) for me about five times, and will spell it for me about ten. I’ll
tell him my name is Caitlin, and he’ll tell me his younger sister spells it the
same way. Then I’ll tell him the names of my siblings—Seamus, Bridget,
Moira, and Eilis—and he’ll tell me how many people sharing those names
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he knows. We feel connected, Ciarran and I, by some sort of ancestral
bond.
No one can get over how cute Half Pint is. To us, he’s a novelty, part
of this Irish culture that’s so different from our own. In America, children
do not work at bars. In America, you’d never even see a kid in a pub after a
certain time of night. In America, you can’t get into a bar or purchase alcohol anywhere without someone checking your license. In Ireland, however,
we’ve been able to drink as much as we want whenever we want without
being questioned. It’s okay, we reason, because Ireland is known for its beer
and for its drinking, and we are just engaging in its culture. We decide we
like Ireland. Ireland is wicked awesome.
The band at the bar begins to play traditional Irish music. “Finally,” someone says, echoing the sentiment of the entire group. Every pub
we had visited thus far in Ireland played mostly American music, but we
didn’t want to hear Tom Petty or Billy Joel or Elvis or Bruce Springsteen.
We were in Ireland. We wanted to listen to the Celtic flute and fiddle.
We raise our glasses of Guinness and Magner’s Irish Cider, singing
along with the band. “When Irish eyes are smiling, sure, they steal your
heart away.” Everyone in our group is smiling. There’s a sense of nostalgia
we can’t explain.
I step outside for a second. My face is hot, and I need a breath of
fresh air. There’s a young Irish man about my age, leaning against the wall,
smoking a cigarette.
“You one of those Yanks?” he asks.
“Yeah,” I said, then quickly added, “but my family’s Irish.”
“Oh?”
“Yeah. My name’s Flaherty. You know any Flahertys?”
“Yeah. Yeah. They’re everywhere here. Why are you Yanks here?”
“We’re studying geology. We climbed Croagh Patrick the other
day. I can’t get over how beautiful it is in Ireland. I can’t believe I’m here.
I’ve always wanted to come here. My whole family is really Irish. I just can’t
believe it.” I’m nervously babbling, most likely because I think this tall,
dark haired boy is attractive.
“I suppose.” His green eyes look troubled as he takes a drag from
his cigarette. “I don’t get it. I don’t get why people love it here.”
“Huh?”
“I mean, why do you want to be Irish? Why are you so proud of
being Irish?”
I don’t say anything. I’m confused.
“It’s just…it’s not anything to be proud of. We’re all poor and all we
do is drink. We’re just a bunch of drunks.”
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Poetry

Stuffed Chairs and Other Undesirables
Emma Deans

Lying before someone
who knows
only your first name
and that you
acquiesce
to hard liquor,
your mind
spins
around a room
cluttered
with empty
Sailor Jerry
rum bottles,
their hula girls smiling,
dancing, among
crinkled
Papst
Blue
Ribbon
aluminum,
and dirty tube socks
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strewn over
upholstered chairs
dressed with
saffron crocuses.
Cannabis sativa
circles and fades into
you and the room.
Crimson curtains
bleed into the black fleece
beneath your back,
and the olive sofa
it seems a sin that
anyone owns.
“Gotta pee.”
You lift your body,
amble into the
small bathroom,
walls
plagued by thick mold,
cracked mirror splattered with toothpaste,
shower curtain
crawling
bacteria
scum.
The door opens ajar,
two paper towels float onto the floor.
You glance at the empty roll.
the bowl gurgling,
laughing at
half-closed drunken eyes,
cheeks flushed pink,
smudged mascara
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sprinkled with
purple
glitter.
“You coming?” asks the voice.
“Yeah.”
You flick off the light
and give yourself
once more to
the darkness,
the hula girls,
and him.
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Poetry

Work-day at the Joyous House
Tobi Cogswell

The smell of spice
in the kitchen, the sound
of love in another
language, the flavor
of saffron and roses,
the warming sky. The cat
brushes your leg, a hand
touches your arm,
a voice turns you into
a knot of skinny nerves.
Wind gentles the trees,
the lights flicker, the flag
ripples, sprinklers
turn air into chewable
syllables. You sip
coffee the beige
of flesh-colored stockings,
cream measured out
with jeweler’s precision,
listen to the man next door
retune his bass. The paper
slaps on the porch—
reminder that Friday
waits for no one
and you must leave
this enchanted arena.
Braced by touches
and tastes, a sheer
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fresh-from-the-well
deliciousness, you
negotiate the cracklings
of the day, never-endingly
lean toward home.
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Sam-Freddy
•••

Kristen Start

Non-Fiction

How to Feel Like an Asshole
David Bersell

Notice the dish mountain in the kitchen sink, crusted over with week
old spaghetti sauce and congealed chicken fat. While offering four-letter
words to the flies buzzing overhead, feel even worse about yourself when
you realize this is the first time today that you remember she is gone. You
have already grown accustomed to her empty half of the bed, an open prairie cool against your stubbled cheek.
Be surprised at how much free time you now own. Grow bored
more quickly than you expected. Jerk off. Drink beers. Flip through old
photographs. Feel like an asshole.
Call and tell your mom what you did. Explain that it would have
never worked out, that it was time. Give up on convincing yourself.
Mom will tell you how it’s for the best, that the family tried to connect with her, but she just didn’t want to get to know all of you. No longer
wonder how you got to be such an asshole.
Imagine running into her mom in the frozen meat section of the
grocery store. Picture hiding under the blankets of blood and beef. When
her mother sees you, apologize for pretending that you cared about her
daughter.
Offer to carry her bags, ten on each arm, until the clear plastic
handles rip though your skin.
Feel the dried-out flowers leftover from last week’s anniversary.
The greens scratch at your palms, and when you pinch the pink roses,
petals unravel, falling into the vase’s cloudy water. The rose bulbs feel like
round balls between your fingertips. They smell nothing like her.
When she comes to pick up her last things—hair products, bottle
of vodka, vacuum, DVD player (You throw in the personal lubricant and
heating massage oil because you can’t stand the sight of it. You never want
to know its rubbery taste again. You can never imagine using these prod87

ucts with another woman), she will challenge you to say something, offer
you the chance to explain yourself as she cries in the doorway.
Feel like too much of an asshole to want to defend yourself.
After she leaves, lie face down in bed listening to the saddest pop
song you can think of because you want to make yourself feel even worse.
You deserve it. Make yourself cry for the first time in years, snot bubbling
into the fibers of the sheets. Heave pillows across the bedroom. Kick over
baskets of clean laundry—the last thing she ever did for you. This will help,
but only for a moment.
Finally take down the photos above your desk: Fenway Park, camping on the Fourth of July, her brother’s wedding.
Throw the extra blanket and pillow on the floor each night. Begin
sleeping with your pillow at the foot of the bed. Feel like you are wearing
shoes on the wrong feet.
Say fine when she says that she still wants to see you, to be friends.
Watch her bend over in the school supply section of Wal-Mart. Study the
purple cotton panties with white stars that peak out of her jeans. Force
yourself to look away, head tilted up like a dog. Smile to yourself because
she isn’t wearing sexy underwear.
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Non-Fiction

Farmington Baptist Church
J.W. Oliver

A feeling of intense discomfort sets in as I come to a rest at the stoplight
by West Farmington’s Hannaford. I make a left on Whittier Road and suddenly become hyperconscious of the vehicles around me. Do we share a
destination, I wonder? Or do they scorn me for the affiliation that will be
apparent when I turn into the gravel drive at the top of the hill? Not for
the last time this day, I feel like a child again, walking bashfully across
the intersection of Main Street and Bristol Road and up the front steps of
Damariscotta Baptist Church, clad in my Sunday best, clutching a Bible,
my sole wish to escape inside, out of the public gaze.
I was not a proud Christian, even as a boy.
Now, I think for a moment of continuing past the entrance. I’ll
cruise these Franklin County back roads for a while, cursing my cowardice, and return to my apartment, where I’ll get an early start on homework
before the Pats game.
But I arrive, park, and give myself a muttered pep talk. I nod politely to fellow churchgoers as I walk inside.
The first thing I notice, on the entryway wall, is a prominent “Support the Troops” display. To one side, a photo of President Obama catches
my eye. It is not a caricature, not foreboding or unflattering. It could have
been lifted from the Huffington Post. Beneath the confident, gesturing
Obama, a question in boldface: “Have you prayed for this man today?”
And beneath this, a Bible passage, II Timothy 2:1-4:
I exhort therefore, that, first of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks, be made for all men; For kings,
and for all that are in authority; that we may lead a quiet and
peaceable life in all godliness and honesty. For this is good and
acceptable in the sight of God our Saviour; Who will have all
men to be saved, and to come unto the knowledge of the truth.
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It could be Dick Cheney there, or Senator Collins, or Mitt Romney. Someone in this church, without malice, encourages their fellows to
aid their President, even if through the intangible medium of prayer.
I take a bulletin from a young, smiling usher (me, not so very long
ago) and sidle quietly into a back row on the right side of the hall.
Farmington Baptist Church – the building, that is – is a modern structure,
clean, expansive, bereft of character and history.
Two middle-aged men operate a sophisticated sound booth behind me. Surround sound speakers dip unobtrusively from strategic locations.
Thankfully, the service begins only seconds after I sit. I have neither drawn attention to myself through tardiness nor allowed an opening
for nearby worshippers to accost me with handshakes and pleasantries.
First on the bill is the Praise Team. Their regular frontman is absent today, and the drummer takes his place as the de facto leader. This
drummer, apparently, sees the kit as his little rebellion, and later, when he
leads the congregation in a hymn, he jokes about the irony of the situation.
I can’t bring myself to sing. It’s not the public setting that disturbs
me – I’ll challenge the whole of Christendom in a karaoke deathmatch
– but the lyrics of these songs, full of debasement and adoration.
After the first round of music comes the “Welcome & Greetings”
portion of the service, a regretfully social institution that had escaped my
memory. Most every church I’ve attended has an equivalent. It is a break
in formality, an opportunity for the congregation to smile a lot and shake
hands vigorously and catch up with friends.
As a new face, I am fresh meat for this pack of wolves, these pushers of acceptance and kindness. I shake many hands but refuse to stray
from my post in the back row. My goal is to retain a sense of anonymity,
and to do so I must keep up my guard.
It all starts with an invite to Sunday dinner. The homemade food
quells any disturbance in gut or soul left over from the service. Over the
table, a teenage daughter, wholesome and beautiful, eyes you with shyness
and curiosity. In the afternoon, the game is on, and suddenly you wake up,
ten years later, with three kids and a pregnant wife, working in the family
business, wearing Carhartts and muttering water cooler platitudes about
Adam and Steve at Wednesday night prayer meeting.
My only conversation of any length is with the woman in front of
me who introduces herself as Debbie. Debbie stands with (I assume) her
husband and grandson. Debbie’s hair is long, straight, and blonde. She is
an exceptionally pale woman in her fifties, and her white dress, as long and
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untamed as her hair, and her soft voice and eyes lend her an ethereal air.
She welcomes me (per the custom), inquires if it is my first visit
(assuredly), where I am from (South Bristol), what brings me to Farmington (do people immigrate to Western Maine for non-educational purposes?), what is my major (Creative Writing – this gives her pause), and,
inevitably, what my plans for this degree are (I tell her I’d like to write for a
newspaper – not the whole truth, but a truth she will understand).
After the meet and greet, the Praise Team returns for a second set,
followed by prayer and a hymn, a nod to the 85-108 demographic, highly
sought after by churches for their stasis of spirit and 10% of their Social
Security checks.
The hymn is followed by the “Offertory Prayer & Lord’s Prayer,”
during which I am finally able to sit (asterisks in the bulletin denote those
portions of the service in which the congregation stands – praise is not a
passive activity). I lounge in my chair much as I would in class, slouching
and stretching my legs, propping them on the rack below the seat in front of
me (every third or fourth such rack contains a hymnal, this one is empty).
The uprightness thus far has exceeded my normal allotment for physical
exertion on a Sunday morning, and I am glad for this relative comfort until
my posture draws a skeptical glance from a man passing in the aisle and I
adopt a more formal stance. I remember a story and laugh to myself:
His name is Bill. He has wild hair, wears a T-shirt with holes in it, jeans,
and no shoes. This was literally his wardrobe for his entire four years of
college. Brilliant and esoteric, he became a Christian while attending college. Across the street from the campus is a church. They want to develop
a ministry to the students, but are not sure how to go about it. One day
Bill decides to go there. He walks in with no shoes, jeans, his T-shirt, and
wild hair. The service has already started, so Bill starts down the aisle
looking for a seat. The church is completely packed and he can’t find a
seat. By now people are really looking a bit uncomfortable, but no one
says anything. Bill gets closer and closer and closer to the pulpit, and
when he realizes there are no seats, he just squats down right on the carpet. Although perfectly acceptable behavior at a college fellowship, trust
me, this had never happened in this church before. By now the people
are really uptight, and the tension in the air is thick. About this time,
the minister realizes that from way at the back of the church, a deacon
is slowly making his way toward Bill. Now the deacon is in his eighties,
has silver-gray hair, and a three-piece suit. A godly man, elegant, dignified and courtly. He walks with a cane and, as he starts walking toward
this boy, everyone is saying to themselves that you can’t blame him for
what he’s going to do. How can you expect a man of his age and of his
background to understand some college kid on the floor? It takes a long
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time for the man to reach the boy. The church is utterly silent except for
the clicking of the man’s cane. All eyes are focused on him. You can’t even
hear anyone breathing. The minister can’t even preach the sermon until
the deacon does what he has to do. And then they see this elderly man
drop his cane on the floor. With great difficulty, he lowers himself and
sits down next to Bill and worships with him so he won’t be alone. Everyone chokes up with emotion. When the minister gains control, he says,
“What I’m about to preach, you will never remember. What you have just
seen, you will never forget.”

Christians are sentimental folk. There are dozens of these stories
that they pass around, a sort of unofficial apocrypha.
The offering, accompanied by more music from the praise team,
follows, and I place $2 in bills in the plate. A small price, I reason, for my
intrusion.
Next is the singing, by rote, of the Doxology and finally, after
the dismissal of the congregation’s preschool-age children, who will play
downstairs during the less kinetic portions of the service, we are treated to
a “special music” performance fronted by the amateur, but earnest, guitarist of the praise team.
Around this time a man dressed all in black takes the vacant seat
at the end of my row. I close my notebook, in which I have been furiously
scribbling my observations, and put it down with my jacket next to me. I
am still skittish about my mission here, and for a couple of furtive minutes
I observe him—his spectacles, his demeanor. Once I am assured he is not
interested in my note-taking, I resume.
The special music is a song about veterans. Yesterday, it seems, the
church held an event of some kind to honor local veterans (the diorama in
the foyer falls into context now) and the entire congregation is still euphoric. Throughout the service, every time one of the men offers some platitude
about their heroism (“Freedom isn’t free, et al.) a chorus of Amens—some
loud and fervent, others quiet, yet still full of emotion—rises from the congregation.
During the song, a video plays on the projection screen featuring images of war (mostly of the triumphant variety—no dead children
or missing limbs here) and of locals killed in action. As the song plays, I
admire FBC’s extensive collection of American flags. Small ones decorate
the banister around the stage and infiltrate a bouquet in front of the podium. A large flag, faded—a veteran itself, perhaps—hangs over a door
leading off the stage. The Christian Flag is present, too, and brings me back
to summers at Vacation Bible School, an annual, weeklong day camp of
sorts, where each morning would begin with the Pledge of Allegiance—to
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the American Flag, the Christian Flagl , and the Bible² .
When the song ends, Senior Pastor Earl Edgerly, a large man in his
late sixties, steps gingerly to the stage. His dress is shabby, and he speaks
with a lisp as he asks the veterans present to stand. We give them a round
of applause in which I join without hesitation. These men don’t choose the
wars they fight. My quarrel is not with them. I’m grateful for their service;
I respect their courage.
Pastor Earl says a few words and makes a self-deprecating joke
before he introduces Shep Smith—the man in black at the end of my row,
to deliver the sermon. Shep has Pastor Earl’s vote of confidence. In fact,
Pastor Earl informs us of his certainty that his mentee’s destiny lies in the
ministry.
The men’s names amuse me. So far I’ve met a Shep, an Earl and a
Chip. They’re blue-collar, salt-of-the-earth names. I fear for the boy whose
name extends beyond four letters—surely only distrust awaits him. He will
be a pariah, and church members will describe him in hushed tones with
adjectives like “high-falutin’”.
In the Bible, names are long and convoluted. Methuselah, the oldest
man on record at 969. Zacchaeus, “chief among the publicans,” the wealthy,
corrupt and diminutive taxman who found grace in a treetop. Abraham,
the patriarch, who was willing to sacrifice his firstborn son. This monosyllabic tendency, then, is a new development, and a symptom, perhaps,
of one of modern Christianity’s (and rural, blue-collar America’s) greatest
maladies—an overwhelming desire for simplicity. They do not wish to confront that which they cannot easily understand, that which is foreign.
After Pastor Earl’s ringing endorsement, Shep’s performance underwhelms. He’s nervous, and I sympathize. I battle stage fright every time
I open my mouth before a roomful of people, let alone the hundred-plus
that must be in attendance today. I like that battle, though, and I like to
think I win the majority. Shep tries. A small man with glasses, he’s likable,
but he lacks presence, charisma.
When I was young—old enough to sit through sermons every
week—I fell in love with the idea of the preacher as showman. At church
l “I pledge allegiance to the Christian Flag and to the Savior for whose Kingdom it stands. One Savior,

crucified, risen, and coming again with life and liberty to all who believe.” A bit morbid so soon after
breakfast.

² “I pledge allegiance to the Bible, God’s Holy Word, I will make it a lamp unto my feet and a light unto
my path and will hide its words in my heart that I might not sin against God.” That’s the same Bible
that spends over 300 words in Leviticus explaining the laws of menstruation. The passage includes
wise, understanding observations like “anyone who touches her [a woman during menstruation] will
be unclean…” and “The priest is to sacrifice [two doves and two pigeons] to make atonement for her
before the Lord for the uncleanness of her discharge.” The same Bible. FYI.
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and in history books I heard tales of tent revivals and of the “fire and
brimstone” of colonial wordsmith Jonathan Edwards. On television I saw
throngs of sinners pour forth into the aisles for an aging Billy Graham, a
sight as iconic as any in evangelism. I read another story about a congregation that applauded the sermons they were fond of, like a monologue or
a one-man show, and I thought, why shouldn’t they? When the beloved
pastor of our Assemblies of God congregation left, several possible replacements visited in a sort of audition process. One threw himself into his sermon. He stormed down the aisle, tore off his suitcoat and stamped on it
in rage, slammed his Bible on the podium. He had my vote. Entertain us,
I say. Whoever decided that holiness and boredom were natural companions did religion a great disservice.
I do, in fact, despite my distaste, have a few suggestions to give
religion a facelift. A town like Farmington doesn’t need eleven churches
(according to my count in the phone book—the actual number is likely
higher). I understand folks like to worship in different ways, but let’s be
realistic. Think of the overhead in maintenance costs, payroll (at least one
minister, often more, as well as support staff), and oil heat for these ancient, cavernous buildings.
My solution—send everyone to the church with the best architecture. In every town I know, there’s an easy favorite. The modern, pristine
halls like Farmington Baptist that value function over form don’t stand a
chance. We can annex them for local schools as satellite classrooms or auditoriums or turn them into a barracks for the homeless, whom we will
bus from Portland, Boston and Providence, the whole operation paid for
by the offering at the remaining church, which, of course, will have seen an
exponential increase in income with essentially the same overhead.
No, in Farmington, Old South’s imposing brick façade, at once ornate and sternly traditional, wins by a landslide, though a clause must be
attached to ensure the continued ringing of the bells at Henderson Memorial Baptist on Academy Street. At home in Damariscotta, it’s First Baptist,
with its wide stairs and white steeple, the town’s landmark and sentinel,
the site of my sister’s marriage and my aunt’s funeral. The place that, for a
brief period of accord, was home to my entire church-going family (three
grandparents, a pair of cousins, my parents, sister and myself).
It was my old home, though, in Santa Fe, New Mexico, that gave
me the idea. The Cathedral Basilica of St. Francis of Assisi inspires awe
standing against the backdrop of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. It symbolizes the city’s history—deep, rich, tragic. It is a fit house of worship, a
proper place in which to celebrate and attempt to come to grips with a
concept so vast as God.
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The sermon, too, is about veterans and about war, but the reasons
for the current conflicts seem of no import. Farmington Baptist is a political church—one of countless in conservative Christianity that cast their
significant lot with the Republican Party. I suppose some of these people
have their reasons to support the wars, and I assume that, as it is with my
father and cousin, much of this support is based on their Islamophobia and
on a poor understanding of the reality in each theatre of war. But Christians like these don’t need logic and knowledge. They vote in herds, think
like herds. They latch onto a couple of issues—abortion, which they still
oppose with the same vehemence they had in 1973, and gay rights (or the
denial thereof)—and they use their abhorrence of these things to swing a
voting bloc of millions in elections more complex and far-reaching than
they can imagine.
If just one man or woman, one family, perhaps, in unity, would
stand and say, “This is not for us. We praise the Lord in this church because
of its compassionate outreach, because we want to worship with our neighbors and instill a strong moral code in our children, but we do not agree
with your petty, hateful political endorsements,” then some small part of
my faith in humanity would be restored.
But these are not the kind of people, this is not the kind of courage,
that you find in Farmington Baptist Church.

•••
The lives of these people are so different from mine. At one point, Shep
apologizes for his absence from yesterday’s veterans’ event and jokes slyly
about the “recreational activities” that kept him away. Yesterday was the
second Saturday of deer season. This is the kind of innuendo these people
deal in.
Shep tells a story, another of these apocryphal parables that I’ve
heard time and time again, “The Devil’s Yard Sale:”
The devil held a garage sale. Demons came from the deepest pits to bid
on the tools of hell. At one table anger was selling cheap—so common,
so plain, and so effective. Greed brought a big price and pride drove bids
to unheard of levels. Multiple copies of the jealousy tool were hot items.
Lust, as always, was bargain basement. The shrewdest demon in hell took
Satan aside and said, “Tell me, your lowness, what is your best tool?”
Satan nodded to a steel box in the corner, “It’s over there, but it’s not for
sale.” The demon tried every crafty dodge in hell to get Satan to sell, but
Satan wouldn’t budge. About that time a fight broke out at the table sell95

ing violence. Satan ran over to inflame the situation. Before long, everyone was focused on two hissing demons. Satan led in a chorus of taunts
and curses—all in all, this was turning into a great demonic party! The
shrewd demon wandered over to the box that held Satan’s prime weapon.
Carefully, he slipped the latches and raised the top… not a very impressive tool; small, really, but the demon did not doubt its potency. He turned
the cold little instrument over to read the label, and then he understood.
The label simply read: discouragement.

While Shep speaks, I look around at the teenagers in the congregation. Some group together, others sit with parents. One teenage girl sings
on the praise team. The sight of them, their dress and formation reminds
me of my own teenage years in church. Sometimes my parents required
my sister and I to join them, while other times we sat separately with our
friends, boyfriends and girlfriends. One church we went to had a balcony, and balcony seating, most of the time, was off-limits. I suppose they
thought, so far from their oversight, we might behave in an uncouth manner—exchange hand jobs or maybe just talk amongst ourselves instead of
actively listening and participating in the service. In dress, too, I see similarities. Some of the girls and boys are formally attired, while others wear
casual clothes—jeans, sweatshirts, blouses. For years this was a point of
contention in our family.
As it was in most of the churches I attended, a noticeable gap exists between churchgoers in their late teenage years and those in their late
twenties and early thirties, most of the latter with families. I think I’m the
only UMF student in attendance, though the campus of 2,000-plus is only
a mile or two away.
Somehow Shep works his way around to 1 Corinthians 13, the
famous passage that the “God is love” contingent likes to cite in reply to
those critical of the judgment, violence and hatefulness inherent in their
religion:
If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I am only
a resounding gong or a clanging cymbal. If I have the gift of prophecy and
can fathom all mysteries and all knowledge, and if I have a faith that can
move mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. If I give all I possess to
the poor and surrender my body to the flames, but have not love, I gain
nothing. Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast,
it is not proud. It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily angered,
it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but rejoices
with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always perseveres. Love never fails. But where there are prophecies, they will cease;
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where there are tongues, they will be stilled; where there is knowledge, it
will pass away. For we know in part and we prophesy in part, but when
perfection comes, the imperfect disappears. When I was a child, I talked
like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like a child. When I became
a man, I put childish ways behind me. Now we see but a poor reflection
as in a mirror; then we shall see face to face. Now I know in part; then I
shall know fully, even as I am fully known. And now these three remain:
faith, hope and love. But the greatest of these is love.

I feel like I’m in The Lion King, and Shep is Elton John, singing
“Can You Feel the Love Tonight.” But I don’t feel it. I don’t feel or see love.
There’s a kind of love in this place, but it’s a limited kind of love, a familial
love, and a brotherly love, but it’s a brotherly love that discriminates, that
extends only so far.
Shep finishes his sermon, and we sing a final hymn, “Have Faith
in God,” during which it becomes abundantly clear that none of the praise
team vocalists can read music. A prayer follows, and this is the last item
in the bulletin, but before everyone files to the exits, we have a surprise
speaker. A middle-aged woman (I think she is Earl’s wife) rises to the pulpit.
“I know a lot of you worked hard on the campaign – volunteered,
made phone calls, donated, and I just want to say,” she pauses. “Praise God
for Tuesday!”
Tuesday was Election Day, in which Question One—a referendum
to overturn a law establishing marriage equality—emerged victorious, a
devastating blow to the substantial gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans-gender
community in Farmington.
Earl’s wife goes on for some time. Her praise is effusive. She believes the state has sidestepped catastrophe, and a murmur of approval
greets each of her statements.
Can you feel the love, indeed.
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Captured Light
•••

Kristen Start

Fiction

The Disaster Project
Ryan Amfahr Longhorn

I got a crash course in the geography of lower Manhattan and suddenly
knew it like my own neighborhood. I learned the names of buildings and
where the hot dog stands were and how long it took to get from Battery
Park to Times Square.
I ran along with these people, suits powdered with ash, burned
steel and jet fuel, the scent of death—cooked skin, the burnt-popcorn smell
of singed hair, the penny-zinc taste of blood—running down the avenue,
running while the cameras followed, watching myself watch myself watching myself from the confines of an auditorium a thousand miles away. I
was there. “Shh, this is history, pay attention, watch, watch, watch, silence,
history…”
Audrey is crying so loud that a group of teachers rush over and try
to comfort her.

•••
Audrey’s going to have a baby, belly inflated in front of her like a carrot on
a stick commanding her to move this way, that way, complete school, go to
college, get a degree, raise the kid right, find the kid a papa, any papa will
do, long-haired papas or dark-skinned papas or old-man papas who promise the world, telling her they love kids, are good with kids—which kids
exactly they can never say, there are so many of them scattered around—
squeezing and staring and tricking her, any papa at all, “I want a papa,” the
belly says.
Audrey won’t say who the father is and has instead fallen in love
with a borox, iodide, and bran solution that she soaks her feet in each afternoon when she gets home from school. This, she says, is all she needs.
This is a man.
Audrey lives down the street from my dad. Who is the baby’s fa99

ther? It’s always some older guy from the Catholic school across town who
ignores Catholicism, or someone working in a gas station who sells these
girls smokes. It’s always a transaction. They give it up, they get cigarettes,
adoration, sometimes orgasms, sometimes babies, sometimes a rash wandering down their inner thigh, or worse, love. Love is screaming telephone
conversations, fist fights with large girls who previously dated the guy, the
smell of vinegary perspiration he leaves in your nostrils once he’s vacated
the place, after coming inside you or on you or near you, or on something
near to you, like a favorite stuffed animal or a picture—these guys are always older. It never fails. Which ought to be the first sign to girls like
Audrey to stay clear. If these guys were worth it they’d be fucking someone
their own age.

•••
Audrey stops me in the hall one morning and asks what I’m doing, why am
I writing this, why am I writing about her—never mind who told her I was
writing about her—grabs my arm, angry, grips it, digs her fingers through
my shirt, through my skin, into my bone, asking, why, why, why?
“People wanna kick your ass,” she says. “People hate you.”
“Who?” I ask.
“Everyone.”
“Why?”
I want people to think I’m strong. I have to be strong. I have to
be smart. The other kids are doing their own stuff: getting burnt, playing
baseball, brushing their teeth, doing their projects on Vietnam or the Clintons or welfare or abortion.
Audrey says, “You’re stupid.”
“Okay,” I say.
“You don’t know anything. You pretend to know things.”
In the eighth grade Audrey sat next to me in biology and wrote
words and drew squiggles on the outside of my hand. I’d leave class every day with numbers, words, curlicues, strike-throughs, her signature, my
own name, written there. I’d scrub them off in the bathroom before the
next class. I used to dream about fucking her. I’d be in a school but it was
never ours and the other kids were all strangers and even Audrey herself
had different eyes, vague features, but it was her, and we’d kiss each other
outside some class and then walk home together, and my dad would be
gone, and I’d wake up feeling like I loved her, or like someone loved me,
and for a good ten minutes, while I ate my cereal in the dining room, before
Dad was even up, I’d push that thick sappy blood through my veins, a sense
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of boundlessness.
Maybe it was Mrs. Remington who let Audrey know about my
project. Maybe she needed to make sure her teaching career was secure,
that she wouldn’t face slander or libel charges if this paper won something,
got picked up by the newspaper, whatever. Maybe Audrey complained to
the administration, or Mrs. Remington let them know what I was doing
to cover her behind. Maybe I’m having delusions of grandeur and it’s as
simple as someone having read some notes I left lying around.

•••
Dad had to come in one afternoon and the principal and the guidance
counselor told him I could be suspended if I continued writing about Audrey, the disaster, the school’s reaction, even though the whole project itself
fit the guidelines Mrs. Remington had given us. “Write a paper about a
specific macrocosmic event in contemporary American existence and how
it affects the microcosm.” The principal and the guidance counselor said I
was making associations that do not exist, openly talking about dreams I
had, not reflecting the citizenship they’d like to see. I just wanted to capture the “real,” I tell them. “But it’s not real,” they say to my dad. It’s so
unreal, I think, that they must not even know I’m in the room.
On the drive home Dad says I’m a weirdo.
“You’re just fucking strange,” he says.
“It’s an important project,” I say.
He lights a cigarette and stares at the road ahead and says, “Just
plain fucking weird.”

•••
The day after, in Mr. Lowenthal’s Western Civilization class, Mr. Lowenthal replaced his curriculum for one day with an hour-long explanation of
the idealistic reasons behind invading other nations: he said those people
couldn’t ask questions of their authorities, that the women couldn’t expose
their bodies, that people were not allowed to vote. But he’s said before that
people in America who are too stupid to find their polling place don’t deserve to vote, and once, scolded a girl for an exposed midriff that’s against
Policy, and at the very end of class when someone brings these contradictions to his attention, he says to stop, he will not answer questions which
are not related to the point he has been trying to make.
“You going to write about this?” he asks me.
Some people laugh. Apparently everyone knows about my paper.
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I don’t have the courage to tell him what I want to tell him, so I just
answer, “Yes.”
Later in the day he stops me between classes, gets in my face so I
can smell his cologne and his breath, and he says, “If you speak at all in my
class the rest of the semester I will fucking fail you.”

•••
I don’t stop writing. I write the bit about Lowenthal and when I finish I
wonder if someone would beat me up, and how they would do it. Would
they do it in front of everyone? Would they hide in the parking lot and
jump me and leave me bleeding? I wouldn’t fight back. I don’t even know
how to fight. Would it be one person or a gang of kids?
I start using my dad’s old typewriter from college. He buys me
white-out because they don’t sell the little strips of tape that used to go
in the typewriter and allow you to delete a hundred or so characters by
backing up holding down the “edit” key. He humors me and lets me set
up a workspace in the dining room because we don’t use it for anything
anymore. It’s got green shag carpet and an old out-of-tune piano growing
a skin of dust in the corner. There’s a couch that must be made of some
synthetic fiber I’m allergic to because whenever I lie down on it I break out
in hives, but I lie down on it a lot and think about how I should write this.
Since my dad works odd hours, usually second shift, I wonder if someone
will just come to the house once it’s dark, knock on the door, wait for me
to answer, and then kick my ass right there. I’m afraid to go for walks,
and it’s autumn and that’s the best time for walks so I didn’t mind getting
treated like a lunatic in the principal’s office because I ended up sent home
from school early, before my dad left for his shift, and while he called me
a weirdo in the car I took my time looking out the window at autumn. (I
make a note that I need to write about this inability to enjoy autumn.)
Leaves are piled up and burning in Audrey’s backyard and her dad
stands up on a ladder cleaning the gutters. I wish I had more courage, because then I would go out for a walk at sunset, when it’s really pretty, and
I’d just watch the flame cross the horizon and turn the sky gold. Courage
might not be the right virtue. Maybe just less fear about maybes. I remember the crying people—history, shhh, history.

•••
Our country invades the other country. We bomb shacks and caves. We
are at war with the Paleolithic Age. Our F-117s sneakily bomb dinosaurs,
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Neanderthals, over-sized ferns. There are no cities. The cameras focus on
a far-off mountain range. Boom. Black smoke. Jets leave awkward spiral
contrails in the sky. Here, when you look into the sky, the contrails are all
straight, from here to Minneapolis, from Minneapolis to New York to Chicago to Winnipeg to Los Angeles, straight lines—but there, in their skies,
the jets carry bombs and leave spiral contrails. This is a major difference
between our two cultures. It’s like how in Australia when you flush a toilet
the water spins backwards.
It’s dark and I’m watching live news coverage when Audrey comes
to the door. I see her coming up the street, holding her stomach, running
and walking, and I wonder if she’s brought someone with her to beat my
ass, so I turn off the lights and the television and I hide on the itchy synthetic-fiber couch and peek over the edge, out the window, and watch her
come to the door alone. She knocks three times, three loud and fast bursts,
pop-pop-pop, and the latch makes a metal on metal sound. I wonder if she
is going to beat my ass.
I wonder if I went to the door because I was so afraid of getting
beat up that I actually just accepted it, like a terminal patient accepts death,
or maybe because I thought she was alone, or maybe because somewhere
in my subconscious there was that lingering memory of a dream where I
screwed her while my dad was working. I answered the door anyway.
Audrey is crying. Or, she has been crying and her eyes are red and
her cheeks are red and there is that odd film from tears here and there on
the rest of her face and her voice is scratchy.
“I lost the fucking baby!” she yells.
“Oh, God,” I say.
“My stomach hurts,” she says.
“Where’s the baby?”
“At my house,” she says. “I put it in a towel and left it in the bathroom. I thought I had to piss, and then there was blood, and then my
stomach hurt like hell—“
“Where’s your mom?” I say. “Where’s your dad?”
“They’re out.”
I say nothing. What was I supposed to say?
“I need to go to the hospital I think,” Audrey says.
There’s something exciting about it all, about walking back to her
house with her. She says that when she called her boyfriend he was still at
work and she didn’t have the nerve to tell him she’d had a miscarriage, not
because she was afraid of telling him, but because she was afraid of saying
it. And she couldn’t drive her car because she kept having panic attacks
and was worried that she’d lost a lot of blood and she didn’t know what
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to do and she didn’t call 911 because she was afraid of telling a complete
stranger what had happened, and also, she hated me and she did not want
to tell me anything but she said, “You’re the only person I could think of
that was close that could drive me to the hospital.”
When I say exciting it’s because I can’t think of a better word, not
because I’m cruel. Horrific isn’t the right word. Excitement is right because it’s not exactly pleasurable, nor is it entirely terrible. Everything unexpected is exciting, I think.
When we get up the street to Audrey’s house her car is idling in
the driveway, she says she tried to drive but then her legs got prickly with
anxiety and she thought she was dying so she walked to my house. She says
she needs to get the baby, she needs to take the baby in to the hospital with
her. She says, “Get in the car and wait. I’ll be right back.”
She goes into her house. She’s operating on something instinctual.

•••
I used to wonder if I was adopted. I used to wonder if my dad was a secret
homosexual. I used to wonder if God made storms. I used to wonder if
by touching my toys and making them do things, like move, if I was violating something sacred to them, and I wondered if I was a toy that someone
was unwittingly moving around, a toy doing silly things for someone else’s
entertainment, and that maybe they didn’t know I was real and had my
own thoughts and worries. I remember going a week without touching a
toy. I remember being reassured when our priest talked about the loving
nature of God. I remember a sense of disappointment when I saw my birth
certificate for the first time, with my name, and my mother’s signature and
my father’s signature, and a date. I remember seeing a dead baby for the
first time, a real dead baby, wrapped in a white towel turned crimson and
pink in some places, its head not fully formed, like something alien, like
something that didn’t belong in the world, not yet anyway.

•••
I didn’t know whether to stay for Audrey. I sat in the emergency room’s
waiting area and watched the war on television. It was dark here and it
was light there. It was night and day at once in two different places. And
there were newer pictures, bright distant flashes on a mountain range, mud
streets illuminated by backlighting, excited natives giving their accounts
of what had happened to their towns and villages in a frantic foreign lan104

guage while the voice of translators overpowered the real voices, failed to
do justice to the expressions on the faces of those people. They waved their
arms and their shirts were torn and blackened in places and some of them
had minor wounds and abrasions and the translators’ voices were calm
and steady and it didn’t sound right. There was a man in the waiting room
hunched forward watching the television set and he said, “Goddamn right
you motherfuckers!” And he looked at me and winked. “This is only the
beginning, dude!”
Since I didn’t know whether to wait, I didn’t do anything, which
meant I ended up waiting. But it really wasn’t that long. It was maybe half
an hour. Maybe it just felt longer. They brought Audrey out in a wheelchair and we went to her car. The nurse told me to remember some things,
that if bleeding persisted or became severe she needed to come back right
away, and that if any cramping occurred she could take over-the-counter
medication, but if the cramping was severe, she needed to come back right
away. Audrey didn’t say anything and so I said, “Okay.”
She didn’t say anything on the drive back to her house and she
didn’t have the baby in the towel anymore and there was a part of me that
wanted to ask what they did with the baby, but of course I didn’t ask her.
And when we got to her house Audrey reached over and turned off the
ignition and told me to get out, and we got out of the car and she turned
her back on me and walked inside, slammed the door behind her. I walked
home in the dark and I realized after I was home that I’d walked several
blocks and had smelled burning leaves, and had felt the coolness of autumn, but that I never noticed it until it was gone, until I was inside.

•••
A few weeks later it was clear that Audrey was not coming back to school. In Mr.
Lowenthal’s Western Civilization course we studied the history of the fasces, the
symbol, how it came to signify a certain type of power, and how, etymologically,
the term for stringent economic and social control was developed.
Lowenthal killed every word spoken about Audrey, and the other teachers did too, and when the students talked about her, or brought her up, they were
silenced. Fast.
Mr. Cartwright said, “That is not something we talk about.” And Mrs.
Ziegler said, “Personal matters of that nature are not to be discussed in this
room.” And Mrs. Thompson said, “Her personal life does not have a place in any
conversation on this campus, understood?” And it’s funny because I remember
those were the three teachers who’d rushed over to her the day they took us to the
auditorium, to show us, shh, history, the day when Audrey cried loudest of all.
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In Memoriam
•••

Emma Deans

Non-Fiction

Behind Closed Doors
Kylie Groat
1.
Feeling the almost-inaudible click of the bathroom door locking, the sensation underneath my fingertips of being my own prison guard, hearing its
gentle echo against the walls that I cannot see. Towel unraveling, revealing a
stretch-marked body that she convinced me was better left unseen. Closing her
eyes and seeing with my fingers, tracing the curves under my breasts, almost
touching bone. Her fingers down my throat; it is her I am purging from my
insides. When I wanted to bad-mouth her without cursing, I would call her a
witch; she was the Wicked Witch of West Bath in my mind, and it was enough.
Any witch had power to cast spells, and I was under hers, the spell that made
me see in the mirror an ugliness that didn’t exist.
2.
Coming home from Wal*Mart with a three-dollar mahogany hair color. I don’t
recall what we talked about as she worked the brown crème through my hair,
or if we even talked at all. I do remember the way my stomach worked itself
into a knot that even the best sailor wouldn’t be able to name, and the look of
utter shock on her face when the whir of the hair dryer stopped, and I emerged
from the bathroom with a sheet of dark brown hanging to my shoulders. I
remember the way her entire face curved into a smile, and how it looked like
someone had flipped on a light switch inside her skull, so by the time it reached
her hazel eyes (the only good feature I inherited from her), they glowed softly
like an incandescent light bulb. I remember the excitement in her voice when
she told me how much she loved it, like someone had lit a firework in her voice
box. Hers is the only reaction I can remember.
3.
I stand up to scrub her from my hands and the backs of my teeth. This is the
breaking, or at least my attempt. The door is still locked behind me; I have
locked myself in the room with her eyes.
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Poetry

Senses
Tobi Cogswell

Black coffee and aspirin,
car alarms blaring.
Sitting on the bench,
silver car after silver car—nameless.
A marching band through the head,
headlights blinking, rain pouring the taste
of lemons in your mouth.
Fumes—paint fumes
nail polish fumes, the smell
of skunk the smell of
bodies after a hot workday,
I smell you on myself when I
think too much.
Lysol, aerosol, perfumes ripped
from lines of magazines.
Torn stockings and limping crippled toes.
Lead in the water, metallic shards,
the smell of blood in the nose,
a high pitched hum, the drone of a generator,
losing all balance. Pink shoes, muddy shoes stained
with leafy grass, the incense of church
making you queasy with hunger,
fingers running down a cheek, scissors
slicing paper lanterns, draped on necks
and doorways to nowhere,
a sly tickle inches away from orgasm.
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Spanish radio subtitles behind your eyes,
a frog jumps into a pond
the splash of milky water stains—
stains hard, stains fast, stains
not forgotten—color was
your prom dress before the stains.
Needles jabbing in flesh.
Subcutaneous, intramuscular,
pinch the skin, slide the needle
count to 10 count to 10, a wave,
a drop of blood, a lazy river
like red licorice metal,
licorice and mothers crying, I can’t take it
but it’s not for them to say.
It’s very cold. If you touch
the top of a tent it will rain inside.
Plug the blender in at the bathroom sink—
make margaritas while smearing on
black glitter and blue eyeshadow.
Warm yourself.
A Ferris wheel of wishes
flings change and Cheshire cats
across the skies. From heaven to our house
they do not bring happiness, do
not bring peace. Sitting on the bench,
silver car after silver car, the ritual,
the sadness, the madness, the senses.
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vagabond.
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Lee Cart is a recent graduate of the Creative Writing
program at the University of Maine at Farmington. She
is faithfully typing away on her computer, while waiting for acceptance letters from magazines and e-zines.
She wishes all the new students in the CW program at
UMF the best of luck..

Tobi Cogswell is a Pushcart nominee and corecipient of the first annual Lois and Marine Robert
Warden Poetry Award from Bellowing Ark. Her work
can be read in SPOT Lit(erary) Mag(azine), Penumbra,
Spoon River Poetry Review, Illya’s Honey and Blue Earth
Review among others, and is coming in Ozone Park,
Rhino, Slab, Off the Coast, Willow Review and Decanto.
She has three chapbooks and her full-length poetry
collection, Poste Restante, is available from Bellowing
Ark Press. She is the co-editor of San Pedro River
Review (www.sprreview.com).

Emma Deans is a senior creative writing major
and captain for the UMF field hockey team. She
spent a semester at the Salt Institute for Documentary
Studies in Portland and a semester at Humboldt State
University in northern California. “If there is any secret
to this life I live, this is it: the sound of what cannot
be seen sings within everything that can. And there is
nothing more to it than that.” -Brian Andreas

Caitlin Flaherty is wanderlusting.
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Hayden Golden is drinking his apéritif from

the land of semi-colons and dining on an entrée of
commas and exclamation points. His drink left the
lingering aftertaste of comma splices, but he is generally satisfied with his meal and would give this quiet,
unassuming bistro where people smoke and read Le
Figaro or Le Monde four stars. Hayden has recently left
his post as the Dining & Wine expert for the New York
Times to enjoy round tables under striped awnings, the
absence of laptops accompanied by wannabe writers
with thick-rimmed glasses, and the aromatic scents
of smoke-filled eateries, unfettered by the absurdities
of American law.

Kylie Groat is is that crazy girl who sings all

the time. She dyed her hair pink because there was
nothing else to do. She drinks cranberry juice from a
wineglass because it makes her feel sophisticated; she
feels most alive when she is doing yoga on her porch
or being socially active; she aspires to speak French
fluently and falls instantly in love with people who
use strong adjectives.

Elizabeth Kelley knew that it was time to

leave Farmington when she started writing poems
about PBR. Right now, she’s probably really poor,
but hopefully, she’s insanely and wildly happy. Maybe
she’s in France, drinking lots of wine and getting really
nostalgic and wearing lots of eye makeup. Maybe she’s
in New York, listening to Jay-Z everyday and eating
lots of bagels and lox, farming some urban gardens,
writing lots of poems and stories, and painting and
dancing and living and dreaming and thinking up
ways to make it back to Farmington, so she can skinny
dip in the Sandy.

Jamie Landry graduated from the University of

Maine at Farmington in 2009 with an Individualized
Major in Art and Creative Writing. She feels most
like herself when she is creating a world for others to
fall into, either through her writing or her paintings.
Although a lifelong Mainer, she hasn’t ever gotten used
to the cooler climate of Maine and hopes to someday
live in a tree house in Fiji where she can share her
thoughts with the local primate population.
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Carolyne Mayer’s hair is violently orange, and
she likes it that way.

Lissa Niederer is still trying to master the perfect
pizza crust.

J.W. Oliver lives on a remote island where, unable

to shake the habit of religion, he practices his own,
which counts among its seven sacraments a daily
training regimen inspired by tenth century Samurai
and regular readings from Genesis. R. Crumb’s Genesis,
that is.

Ryan Ouimet lives and writes, in Farmington, ME.

His plans include moving about like jazz throughout
his country, which he admittedly knows very little
about. Alaska and Nevada both tug at his desire.
Future projects include a novel, as well as an adventure
on snowshoes..
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Amanda Reynolds-Gregg has many ambitions

in life. These include knocking a person unconscious
with a frying pan, stealing the ear hair of an ogre, and
learning the airspeed velocity of an unladen swallow.
In the meantime, she will continue to work on her dual
majors in Theater and Creative Writing, and hope for
the best. This is her second time in the Sandy.

Michelle Robinson is a resident of Farming-

ton by default. The majority of her time is spent in
the deep woods collecting medicinal plants for her
radical service as a Community Herbalist. The rest
is divided up between raising children, work and of
course, recreation.

Samantha Shepard went to Costa Rica for a

winter term class in 2010. There she took pictures of
exotic animals and birds, beaches, and other things no
more exotic than a white mushroom. Before that she’d
been to the eastern provinces of Canada, to Burmuda,
and Nepal. Someday she dreams of exploring New
York City, Washington DC, and the western and
southern United States.

Trevor Spangle is a 2009 graduate of the BFA

Program at the University of Maine at Farmington. He
is the author of two chapbooks, There’s a Hole in My
Head, and most recently, Father, I Am Waiting by the
River.
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Jumble up different art—writing, photography, crafts
and dance—and you get: Kristen Start

Lauren Taylor is falling around the working
wheels of the machine.

Seth Wardwell was born in Houston, Texas, in

1982, and currently lives in Omaha, Nebraska. He is
not the recipient of any awards or fellowships, and
has never been contacted by any magazine to cover a
story, but he does live in a condo apartment tower with
a great view. In the fall of 2010, he will be attending
the Nebraska Writer’s Workshop, a low-residency MFA
program in poetry and non-fiction writing, because,
frankly, he cannot bear the thought of another semester
of creative writing classes. Currently, he is finishing his
first manuscript of poems, Sudden Hemispheres, and
is at work on a memoir of an abstract painting by his
father. Some days, he wishes he were a novelist.
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Editors’ Notes

Editor Dory diaz is a reasonably sane
mother of two mostly lovely children, a writer,
a photographer, a baker, a cook, and, most
recently, a graduate of the Creative Writing
program at the University of Maine at Farmington. Armed with her BFA she is now ready
to face a brave new world where she is now
legally, financially, and morally obligated to
write—in of all places, Hawaii, where she has
been accepted to the University of Hawaii at
Manoa’s graduate program in English.

Assistant Editor Kate Chianese one day
plans to go to Venezia to sit down at a café and
meet a wizened old man who will tell her the
best story in the world: “C’era una volta...”
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